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MISD continues
maldng path
toward work
on Murray High
By MORGAN WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
The Murray Independent
School District Board of
Education is moving forward
with the new construction and
renovation of Murray High
School with a new engineer in
tow.
Board
members
chose
Marcum
Engineering
of
Paducah to work with RBS
Architect Group of Owensboro
after hearing Baccus Oliver,
principle engineer, pitch the
merits of the firm.
Marcum Engineering has a
history of working with MISD,
spanning several projects
including the Murray Middle
School renovation and the new
Area Technology Center. The
engineering group works mainly on educational structures in
Western Kentucky.
The energy efficiency of the
new school wits at the top of the
list of priorities but so was the
budget.
"I could estimate that the high
school currently has a energy
use intensity anywhere from 80
to 90, with the median school
having an EUI of 80," said
Baccus Oliver.
Oliver explained that the
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Hagan trial starts today
Family braces
for how things
will go in Chile
By DEBBIE BATTEIGER
Staff Writer
This morning in Chile,
Erica Faith Hagan's alleged
killer Domingo Cofre went
on trial for her murder. Back
in the United States, Erica's
mother, Murrayan Regina
O'Neal, said she won't be
watching but Esica's grandmother will.
"It's just too much for me. I
just don't want to know how
bad she suffered," she said.
Cofre is accused of killing
Hagan - valedictorian of her
class at Calloway County
High School and graduate of
Georgetown College in 2014
- by blunt force trauma.
Hagan, 22, was in Chile
teaching Chilean children the
English language, when she
was killed on Sept. 5,2014.
Online reports indicate that
Cofre,44, was a maintenance
worker at the school in which
Hagan taught at and lived.
O'Neal said Hagan had
aspirations of becoming a
psychologist and had already
earned her Bachelor's in psychology when she went to
Chile for the second time to

s• See MISD Page 9A
)0 See SWEET Page 2A

Photos courtesy of Regina O'Neel
Erica Hagan of Murray is shown in her graduation photo from Georgetown College in 2014. It would be just a few months later
that Hagan died after being attacked inside her apartment in Chile. The trial of her alleged killer begins today. In the inset photo
is an image of Hagan from when she was a young child.

avate4ilu2 Arty
Moses then said to Aaron,
"This is what the LORD spoke
of when he said: "Among
those who approach me I will
show myself holy; in the sight
of all the people I will be honored."' Aaron remained silent.
Leviticus 10:3

Good MONO!'
to Ledger & Times
subscriber:

Pat Sayers

Matt Bevin, center, takes the oath
of office from
Kentucky Chief
Justice John D.
Minton Jr. to
become
Kentucky's 62nd
governor as his
wife Glenna,
right, holds the
Bible, Tuesday in
Frankfort. (AP
PhotoMmothy D.
Easley)

Salvation Army makes
call for more bell ringers
By DEBBIE BATTEIGER
Staff Writer
Every year, volunteers stand out in the cold,ringing their bells
and hoping shoppers will drop some money into the Salvation
Army's signature red kettle to help the needy in the community.
It takes hundreds of volunteer hours to make this scene happen, Murray-Calloway County Hospital Chaplain and Salvation
Army volunteer Kerry Lambert, said.
"(At the Salvation Army), we tell the volunteers that raising
funds is the easiest thing to do: ring, smile and wish everybody
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Bevin assumes gubernatorial office
touting himself as 'tip of the spear'
By ADAM BEAM
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Referring to himself at the "tip of the spear" for Kentucky, Matt
Bevin took the oath of office to become
Kentucky's 62nd governor during an invitationonly ceremony just after midnight in the state
Capitol.
Bevin succeads Democrat Steve Beshear, who
could not seek re-election because of term limits. His election was historic, becoming only the
ninth Republican governor in the state's 223year history, the second one in more than four

0.- See BELL RINGERS Page 3A

Rotary's 'Achieve the Dream'drive
moves near halfway point of goal

decades. And Jenean Hampton, his lieutenant
governor running mate,'becomes the first black
person to ever hold statewide elected office in
Kentucky.
"It is a tremendous honor to be chosen to be
the tip of the spear for the commonwealth of
Kentucky," Bevin told about 200 people in brief
remarks after taking the oath. "If we truly love
one another, if we look out for one another,if we
have each other's back, if Republican and
Democrat alike, if we rise to the occasion that
has been presented to us, a fresh start to a new

Special to The Ledger
During Thursday's weekly meeting of the Rotary Club
Murray, it was announced that the "Achieve the Dream" cath-:.
paign for a performing arts pavilion at the Rotary Amphitheatic
in Cental Park has now reached $75,400, of the $160,000 goap.,
in donations and pledges.
James Gallimoce, project director, thanked everyone who hilt:
responded so far for their generosity and expressed deep
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llos National Weather Seneca
Wednesday: Partly sunny,
with a high near 59.
southwest wind 6 to 9 mph.
t Wednesday Night: Partly
udy, with a low around 43.

South southwest wind 3 to 5
mph.
Thursday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 63. South
wind 3 to 8 mph.
Thursday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 50.
. south wind 5 to 8 mph.
Friday: A slight chance of
thowers, with thunderstorms
also possible after noon.
Partly sunny, with a high near
65. South wind 6 to 9 mph.
Chance of precipitation is 20
percent.
Friday Night: A 20 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy,
with a low around 58. South
wind around 9 mph.
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TOWN Crier
NOTICE
• The City of Murray Cale Commission will meet at 4
.tn. today in the City Gouncitchambers
of City Hall on
,
tistivth Fifth Street downtown.
Agenda items will inGAde: Chair's report; status update
Time Warner CabliYarter Communications transfer of
trol; report from Time Warner Cable and Murray
. ctric System.
, • The Murray City Council will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Yfiursday in the City Council chambers at City Hall on
!forth Fifth Street downtown.
'- Agenda items will include: Mayor's Report (online paynients - Chaz Robinson, Murray-Calloway County Parks &
Recreation - Jeremy Bell and Jason Lovett), natural gas
rate survey); public comment (prior arrangement through
the mayor's office) with Brandon Edmiston; reports from
Personnel and Finance Committee and Public Works
Committee; second reading of Ordinance 2015-1686
regarding the hours of sale of alcoholic beverages at taverns and restaurants; consent agenda, including requests
carreappoint members to the Cable Commission, the Ethics
beard, the Housing Authority and the Human Rights

I

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

ONE INJURED IN TRACTOR TRAILER CRASH: An overturned dump truck rests in the middle of, Crossland Road just
south of the Billy Paschall Road intersection Tuesday morning just west of the Wiswell community in southwestern Calloway
County. Calloway County Sheriff's Office Capt. Richard Steen said the crash happened at about 10:46. Upon arrival, Steen
said rescuers located a Peterbilt dump truck on its side and confirmed that the driver was trapped inside the vehicle. The driver, Dewey Lockman, 71, of Eddyville was extricated and taken to Murray-Calloway County Hospital for treatment of his injuries.
MCCH spokesperson Melony Morgan said that Lockman was listed in stable condition. Steen went on to say investigation
showed that the driver was northbound on Crossland when the right-side tires dropped off the roadway. The driver then overcorrected, causing the vehicle to cross the roadway, drop off the opposite shoulder and roll over on the driver's side, coming
to rest in the roadway. CCSO was assisted by Calloway County Fire-Rescue, Murray-Calloway County Ambulance Service,
Murray-Calloway County EMS Rescue, Kentucky State Police, the Calloway County Office of Emergency Management and
Kentucky Transpertation Cabinet.

gommission.

• To report a Town Crier item call 753-1916.
'• Prior to the full board meeting, the Personnel and
fjpance Committee to the City Council will meet at 6 p.m.
In the City Council chambers. Agenda items include
•
illance quotes on police vehicles.
..,;• Prior to the full board meeting, the Public Works
Committee will meet at 6:15 p.m. Agenda items include
..kniform bids.
, ,• The Calloway County Schools Board of Education
1;441)1 meet at 6 p.m. Thursday at Calloway County
Preschool, 2106A College Farm Road.
.„Agenda items include: Excusal of superintendent, secre)4ry of the, board;, 1:eqognitions of Calloway Preschool
employees; financial'report; audit report for fiscal year
2015; Eary 'Kid in a Tal'it transportation grant; Consent
,agenda review and vote; personnel reports; other reports;
'public comments.
• To report a Town Crier item call 753-1916.

Santa is coming to
The Medical Arts Pharmacy
on
Thursday, December 10th
from 2-1 p.m.

From Front
help others.
The murder trial started this morning. O'Neal said Hagan's father traveled to Chile to testify as a character
witness for their daughter.
O'Neal and her mother, Barbara
McCormick, were unable to travel so
they have been granted permission
by the judges hearing the case - there
is no jury but O'Neal said two or
three judges will oversee the case - to
watch the trial over closed circuit television.
Permission was given just seven
days ago.
O'Neal said McCormick will
watch the proceedings even if she is
unable to find someone that can
translate the Spanish used in court
into English.
"The trial (began) at 7 am. our
time and (the prosecutor) expects the
trial to be over by Dec. 22," O'Neal
said. "We are trying to find somebody to help us (translate the proceedings)."
Even though O'Neal said she
won't be watching,she'll be thinking
about her daughter.
"I'm praying daily for the people
involved in the trial; praying that
everything comes out the way it's
supposed to," she said. "I know

Dec.9
16 shopping
days to Christmas

THANK YOU

FOR YOUR
BUSINESS
THROUGHOUT
THE YEAR!
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much

salt
and
pepper to be
healthy, but
it sure does
taste good.
Yes
the
cliches are
true for the
most part.
"I love
being from
Kentucky. I,
love being
able
to
come back
from wherever I've
been and
call
that
sweet bluegrass state
my home.
Photo provided by Regina O'Neal
Though in
reality, stay- From Erica Hagan's last blog writings: "I love being
ing put has from Kentucky."
never been
Illinois.,
in my blood. There is something so
"We want a stone to visit: a place to
fascinating about meeting new peoput flowers on," O'Neal said.
ple and going to new places."
"(Erica) said Kentucky is always the
With her words as a guide, O'Neal
place she wants to return to."
said the family is planning on buying
Anyone interested in translating
a plot at Hardin Baptist Church,
the court proceedings for the family,
although her daughter's remains are
email
please
with her ex-husband's family in
reginaonea107@ yahoo.com.•
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From Front

Santa will have goody bags
for all ttiokids.
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Arthur
- Pres

Everyone.kinvited

Inside 014ecliectiqArts Bldg.

where my daughter is and I know
God will punish or forgive the correct
person."
McCormick, wearing her "Justice
for Erica" T-shirt, said she feels the
need to watch the proceedings, even
if she is unable to find someone who
can tell her what the witnesses are
saying in English.
"It's been very rough on me.I think
I'd be letting Erica down if I didn't
famdo everything I can for her.
ily needs to know (what happened);
it's just something I have to do," she
said.
O'Neal said her family bears no ill
will on the country where her daughter died.
"We do not blame the Chilean people; it's not their fault," she said."We
have no animosity."
McCormick asked if the community could pray.
"We're asking for prayers for justice for Erica and for us," she said.
O'Neal said she keeps close to her
heart her daughter's blog, which
Hagan used while in Chile to keep in
contact with friends and family in the
United States.
On-the last day of her life, Hagan
wrote in the blog,"Ask any Kentuckian and they will tell you,'Kentucky
is the best place on Earth.' Sweet tea.
Front porch sitting. Food with way
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-

tude for the significant gifts
being made to from throughout
the city and county.
Roger Reichmuth, campaign
director, said,"I prefer to look at
this point in the campaign as The
glass being half full, as opposed
to half empty,' "We have a long
way to go, but with the enthusiasm expressed about the project
thus far, I am confident we'll
reach the goal," Reichmuth said.
"I'm also confident that the
amphitheater, with a first-rate
performing arts pavilion struc:
hue, will be a source of pride to
the community."
"While we will continue to
seek significant investments,now
is the time for the general public
to join and take this campaign
over the top," Reichmuth added.
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-Vice

Todd HI
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Ted Ric
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"Building an acoustical shell to
measure 60 feet wide and 35 feet
deep will provide a wonderful
space for bands, choruses,
Photo provided
dancers, theatre groups and othShown
are,
from
left,
Mignon
Pitman,
and Wendy
Aaron
Dail
ers to perform. It will also be a
great space for outdoor weddings, Squalls.
movies, reunions and other spe- "Amphitheater Project" on the Amphitheater Project. Brochures
cial events.
notation line. The mailing explaining full details of the ptojtax- address is: Murray Club of ect are available at the Chamber
Contributions
are
deductible. Checks should be Murray, P.O. Box 411, Murray, ofConunerce and the Convention
made out to "Murray-Calloway KY 42071.
Attention: and Business Center.•
with
Parks"
County

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
Le-0.733.q9 oi• www.sligproperI y.t.orii

David I
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If DAVE SAYS
Getting back on the wagon
Dear Dave,
I started working your plan earlier this year. I
even budgeted for Christmas and got my shopping done early, but in the process I overspent
and blew my whole monthly budget. Now I'm
having a hard time getting motivated again. Do
you have any suggestions?
Misty

ger & Times
Road just
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Personal vs. business
Dear Dave,
Do you view personal debt and business debt
the same way? I have about$210,000 in farm
loans that are mostly tied up in land I rent to
farmers. It's the only debt I have, and the rental
prices supply me an income of about $200,000
a year.
Anne

Dear Anne,
Dear Misty,
Your debt required you to personally sign
Lots of folks make mistakes like this, even
for it, right? So,it's all personal debt. The
though they went into things with the best
law is going to treat you exactly the same if
intentions. The Bible says that no discipline
you don't pay a Small Business
seems pleasant at the time, but it yields a
Administration (SBA)loan as the law treats
harvest of righteousness.
with an unsecured personal line of credyou
The best way I know to encourage you to
still going to get your butt sued,
You're
it.
get back on the wagon is to ask one simple
and they're still going to come take your
question: Where do you want to be in five or
stuff or garnish your wages. It's debt! The
10 years? Is your current path going to
only way it's personal debt versus business
reward you with a financially secure life? Is
debt is in your mind.
It going to give you the ability to retire with
If I'm in your shoes, I'm going to live on
dignity and to have fun living and giving in
as I can and pay this off like I was
little
as
you
leave
to
going
it
is
your golden years, or
trying to pay off a house. III made $200,000
broke,scared and desperate? There's one
a year on investments, and everything was
simple answer if the path you're on isn't
paid for except one of my investments, how
want
you
where
and
what
you
get
to
going
quickly would I pay that one investment off?
you want to be in life: Change the path!
Two years. In your situation, surely you can
Most people don't even take the time to
live on $100,000 a year!
identify where they want to go in life or how
—Dave
to get there. They just shuffle along, blame
others and circumstances for their situations,
and think someone will take care of them.
* Dave Ramsey is America's trusted voice on
That's called being a child. Children do what money and business and CEO of Ramsey
feels good at the moment, but adults devise a Solutions. He has authored five New York Times
plan and stick to it.
best-selling books. The Dave Ramsey Show is
Lazy is always easier, and more fun,in the
heard by more than 8.5 million listeners each
short term. But it's a huge mistake when it
week on more than 550 radio stations. Dave's
comes to the future, Misty. Think ahead,
latest project, EveryDollar, provides a free
plan ahead, and jump back on the wagon!
online budget tool. Follow Dave on Twitter at
—Dave
@DaveRamsey and on the web at
daveramsey.com.

Ledger & Times me photo
Lester Luck stands outside the Murray Walmart in November 2014 as he rings the bell to
attract donors to the Salvation Army red kettle. Kerry Lambert, who heads the bell ringer program in Murray-Calloway County, said more people willing to ring the ball are needed at the
present time.

•BELL RINGERS...
From Front
a Merry Christmas,' " Lambert
said.
Lambert said Calloway County
alone uses about 80 or more ringers
to work the 150 to 160 hours during
the Christmas season to raise
money for community projects.
Please support the...

Please support the
United Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County

(loom serwrong Calia••••)

Every Donation

Brings Hope

boxes given at Need Line; we buy
"It's very simple: warm heart and
a warm smile. Of the donations we temporary ramps for wheelchair
receive, 80 percent stays here and access while transitioning home;
the remainder goes to administra- some goes to social services
through the hospital and to hospice
tive costs in I ouisville," he said.
He said the Salvation Army is care," he said.
-The donations help fill a variety
always in need of volunteers to
of needs."
work a few hours.
Lambert said the money donated
"Some dates are more difficult to
fill. We need ringers for this com- in the red kettles is very important
ing weekend and for the week of to the Salvation Army's mission.
"We usually have a budget of
Christmas," he said.
The donations the Salvation $15,000-$20,000. The kettles bring
about $15,000-$17,000,"
Army receives will go to helping in
provide for those in need in Lambert said.
To volunteer to help with the red
Calloway County.
"(The donations) helped pur- kettle campaign,call 270-753-7265
chase the meat in the Christmas and leave a message. II
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PRESIDENT/CEO
and BOARD of
DIRECTORS

Arthur L. Gleason, Jr.
- President and CEO
June Hudson
Chair
.3enham J. Sims Ill
- Vice Chair
Todd Hollenbach
- Kentucky State
Treasurer
Jodie Haydon
- Director
Ted Richardson
Director

Kentucky Lottery Corporation
Statement of Revenues,Expenses and Changes in Net Position
For the year ended June 30,2015(dollars in thousands)

*Sales

$ 886,930

Prizes

556,276

Commissions to retailers

55,857

Online vendor expense

7,680

Ticket costs

7,479

Total direct costs

627,292

Gross profit

259,638

Operating expenses

28,786

Operating income

230,852

Nonoperating income(expense):
**Payments to the Commonwealth of Kentucky

(6721

***Other expense
Total nonoperating expense
Change in net position

David Ingordo
- Director
)to provided
id Wendy
Brochures
)f the projChamber
:onvention

(5,921)

If you have an idea for a business,
the Kentucky Innovation Network can help you turn
your dream into reality.
Our experienced and educated business leaders can help you take an
existing product or service - or just an idea for one - from concept to sale.
We assist startup and high-growth companies through opportunity
asses.sment, business planning and getting access to local venture capital.

$ 20,858

'Total sales less instant tickets provided as prizes($899.1 rnilhon -$122 million)
** Payments to the Commonwealth of Kentucky include both payments made and payments accrued
for transfer to the Commonwealth's general fund as of June 30,2015.
••• The Corporation has adopted GAS8 Statement 31, which requires investments to be presented at fair
value, resulting in a decrease in income approximately $921,when compared to historical cost method

Lisa J. Haydon
- Director
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(236,773)

Net position, beginning of year
Net position, end of year

Jan Buddeke
- Director

(236,101)

Kentucky
Innovation Network
Murray Office
Plori, Bald Ltiunch
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IN OUR OPINION
This past Saturday we saw something that was needed in this community.
At a time Murray-Calloway County tries to come to grips with a
senseless killing of a family of four about three weeks ago, along
with seeing headline after headline about one mass shooting in
California here, an ISIS terror attack on Paris,France there, we got
to lay that to the side for just a little while Saturday. And for just a
little while - about an hour to be exact - we let the bright lights and
different colors of parade floats take us all back to a time to which
wa probably all wish We could return - childhood.
sack then, the biggest concerns were hop scotch vs. jump rope,
hiae-and-go-seek vs. playing Battleship or that big decision for
picking shoes - Nike vs. Reebok.That was at a time when an imposint shadow named Responsibility barely got a second thought.
hen came Saturday's Rotary Club of Murray Christmas Parade,
happening for the first time under the cover of darkness. Something
was in the air, something that felt right.
'retry soon, we're seeing all of the things we liked growing up all
oVer again. Fire tracks actually outfitted with Christmas lights,
flciat.s displaying The Little Mermaid and Candy Land and, yes,
snuight out of Charles Schultz' genius mind - The Peanuts(C'mon
ncrw. Who doesn't at least feel a little sentimental when the opening
of"Christmastime is Here" starts up?).
The fact that a huge crowd - we're estimating 5,000; it was probably more - came was probably the secondary story on this night.
Looking around, it appeared the biggest headline topic came down
to one word - smiles.
That is what was on the faces of every kid, as Nat King Cole so
elqquently sang,from 1 to 92,in Murray Saturday. This was special,
awl it couldn't have come at a better time.
So to the organizers we want to say thanks. However, we also
extend our gratitude to you, the people, the ones who designed
floats, as well as the ones who came to watch them and produced a
scene unlike anything witnessed here in many years.
For just a little while, we all could be kids again.

Roger
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AD LETTERS POLICY
V Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071, faxed to 270753-1927, or e-mailed to editor@murrayiedger.com.
V Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have address and phone number for verification purposes. E-mailed letters must include a name, address
mod phone number.
V No letters will be printed anonymously.
V Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be typed or legible.
V The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit or reject any letter
on the basis of length, style, spelling, grammar, libel, good taste and frequent
contributors to the Forum page.
V Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or
Individuals by name, except those directed toward the community as a whole,
a411 not be accepted.
V Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of the writer and not necessarily of the Ledger & limes staff.
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Volunteers spread spirit of the season all year long
Once the sparkling lights are
back in storage and the scent of
pine has faded from rooms bereft
of holiday decorations, some people want to extend the spirit of
Christmas. One unique way to
give a gift for all seasons comes
up on Tuesday, Dec. 15, when
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital(MCCH)hosts an educational program for those interested
in learning about volunteering for
hospice.
Open to the public and free of
charge, the session meets from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. in the MCCH
Education Building on the Corner
of Eighth and Elm Streets in
Murray.
Hospice Director Sherri Boyd is
eager to share her enthusiasm for
the Anna Mae Owen Residential
Hospice House, which will be
ready by the first quarter of the
new year. "We're gearing up for
that," she said,"and we're hoping
to attract some new volunteers
who can be at the hospice house
and guide visitors to the facility
and answer questions about host:ice
The work of hospice volunteers
is customized to the person's
skills and preferences, which are
matched to the needs of patients at
the end of their lives and their
families. Some volunteers pitch in
with administrative services in the
hospice office. Others assist with

tasks related to non-medical caregiving. In every case, the role of
hospice is to ensure the comfort of
patients while assisting their families in making that happen.
Long-time volunteers like Judy
Eldredge are quick point out that
hospice volunteers are not expected to perform medical tasks. A
team of professionals is readily
available for those aspects.
Sometimes,just being there with a
patient is a treasured gift.
Judy remembers a woman who
had abandoned having lunch with
high school friends on a regular
basis.becau.sc of her caregiving
responsibilities. When Judy volunteered to provide respite for the
caregiver,the woman was waiting
in /the driveway. So relieved and
gnateful for the simple gift, she
htigged Judy and cried.
long-time hospice voleer, Dorothy Hargrove, has
been on the receiving and giving
end of hospice. Both her brother
and her husband were recipients
of hospice care. After her spouse
died around this time twenty-one
years ago, Dorothy started hospice training when the new year
began.
"I needed something to do," she
remembers, adding that her interest in helping people has been part
of her life for many years. When
Dorothy was just nine-years-old,
she read to a blind woman who

was a neighbor.
just
"I
loved her to
death. I guess
I've always
related to old
people, and
now I'm one
of them, she
declares."'
At eighty- Main Street
eight, By Constance
Alexander
Dorothy visits patients Ledger & Times
Columnist
weekly
at
Spring Creek,
a local skilled
nursing and rehabilitation center.
She also keeps in touch with
home-bound friend via telephone.
Right now, though not working
with a hospice family, she estimates that she has had contact
with about 150 families through
her
hospice
volunteering.
"Whenever I meet someone from
one of the families, they hug pie
when they see me. That means a
lot," she says.
A rookie with just a few months
as a hospice volunteer, Katie
Roach provides caregiver relief,
which entails sitting with a patient
while the spouse attends to other
things or leaves to run errands or
just get away for a break."I make
sure the patient is comfortable,"
Katie explains. "I assist at meal-

time and generally keep the
patient company."
In reflecting on the training she
attended to prepare for hospice
volunteering, Katie describes that
experience as informative, especially regarding end-of-life care
and the stages of dying.
"As I have a grandmother dying
of can,it was a great help to
understand what she will be going
through," she remarks."Even if!
hadn't decided to volunteer, I'm
glad I attended the training session."
The all-day program on
December 15 will feature active
volunteers, a community minister
who has worked closely with hospice, a hospice social worker, and
a nutritionist. All of them are pan
of the team that shares experience
and insights about volunteering,
history and philosophy, advance
directives, nutrition, ethics, spiritual care,pain and symptom management, and hospice services
covered through Medicare.
Refreshments are provided, but
lunch is not included.. For more
informati?n or to register for the
session, call Hospice Director
Sherri Boyd at 270-767-3670.
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledger.com.
Contact the columnist at constancealexatirtretwc,com.•

My Christmas melancholia
It is about that time of year
when a sweet, expected
melancholia
Christmas
descends on me,a state of mind
that I am sum is alien to most
everyone else. After all, this is
the season to be merry, to proclaim joy to the world for the
savior is born. We are to go tell
it on the mountain,over the hills
and everywhere; go tell it on the
mountain that Jesus Christ is
born.
Happy
Others
proclaim
Hanukkah, which began this
year the evening of Sunday,
December 6 and is celebrated
until the evening of Monday,
December 14. For so many of
different faiths, it is Happy
Holidays, a time for the giving
of gifts, for food and family
gatherings,for travel perhaps.
For students, the holidays
bring a welcome break from the
rigors of school,a reprieve from
examinations and research
papers and projects and reading
assignments. For college and
university students, the constraints of dorm life are replaced
with the familiarity and the
comforts of home, with
Mom's — and maybe Dad's —
good cooking, with hometown
friends and parties. For everyone, a break in routine is often
welcome. And just the smiles on
the faces of children bring
warmth to the hearts of adults
during this time of year.
For others, however, this sea-

son of good cheer also brings
weighty burdens, burdens that
seem especially heavy this time
of year. My mother's dear
mother, my grandmother, died
on Christmas Day. I only came
to understand my mother's bout
of melancholy each Christmas
once I had grown to manhood,
finally able to take in exactly
what having a loved one's death
on Christmas Day must have
meant. Christmas could never
be the same for my mother.
My mother always smiled at
Christmas time, but a deep sadness behind her smile was
unmistakable. Then too as children of the Great Depression I
know that growing up in hard
times had to weigh heavily on
both my mother and my father.
My father, born in 1920, grew
up on a farm in Henry County,
Tennessee picking cotton and
growing sweet potatoes. He
never saw the world until he
signed up for the Navy a month
before the Pearl Harbor attack in
1941. My dad spent three
Christmases away from home
on a troop transport ship somewhere out in the South Pacific. I
often wondered about the feelings he had, the loneliness he
must have felt, all of those thousands of miles away from home

cutter.
in
Martin,
Tennessee
and Fulton,
_Kentucky.
After
her
mother died,
her younger
brother, born
to my mother's
stepHome and
mother, was
Away
lost behind
By James
enemy lines Duane
Bolin
for 4 /
1
2 Ledger & Times
months after
Columnist
parachuting
down
at
Normandy during the D,Day
invasion. Finally, he made it
back to safety because a halfdozen French families sheltered
him, keeping him safe from the
enemy. If they had not taken in
the stranger, my uncle would
have never survived. •
, Perhaps it was those hard
Christmases of their own past
that chastened them, or at least
kept my mother and father from
responding to Christmas in the
way that so many Americans do
today, with a buying and spending spree, followed by a long
hangover once the holiday season is over. Our Christmases
were always very quiet affairs,
on Christmas Day in 1942, centered around a kitchen table,
1943, and 1944 He never told
me about it
My mother, horn in 1921.
grew up the daughter of a meat

a fine meal, a few nice presents,
and phone calls to relatives.
I do remember one Christmas
in Fort Worth, Texas when my

brother, Steve, and I received a
sheet of cardboard with dimes
and nickels and quarters meticulously taped in rows.Ithought it
was magnificent. I abO nem*.
aChristmas in Mies,.
Kentucky when Stein and I
received black and red cowboy
outfits, complete with red cowboy hats, toy six-shooters, holsters and boots,the full shebang.
Maybe that's why each
Christmas my mind wanders to
a lonely, melancholic scene of a
real life cowboy,somewhere out
on the prairie on Christmas
morning before daylight; his
horse is tied up nearby; the grizzled cowboy is warming his
hands over a campfire; be is
making his morning coffee. The
sky is full of stars, but one Mat
shines so much brighter than all
the others.
Duane Bolin leach!, in the
Department ofHistory at Murray
State University. He graduated
from Weber County High
School quite a few 'yam ago,
before there was any Rich thing
as a three point tint. Contact
at
Duane
jbolin@murrayrtaie.edu.0
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Mary Wallace, 68, of Almo, Kentucky, died
Monday, Dec. 7,2015 at her home.
She was born on July 28, 1947 in Calloway
County, Kentucky, to Roy and AtLiAatheny
Thorn.
She was a member of Dexter ChisipfrOf Christ.
She was preceded in death by her parents; one
son, Shannon Wallace; one brother, William
Thorn and five sisters, Lucy Stalls, Lavada
Thorn, Edna Fuqua, Julia Mae Fox and Rachel
Wallace Montgomery.
Mary lovingly left behind her husband,
Douglas Wallace of Almo; one brother, Roy Thorn of Almo; two
sisters, Shelia Cox and husband Larry of Paris, Tennessee and
Josephine Thorn of Kirksey; two grandsons, Koty and Jake
Bynum and five very special friends she dearly loved. Karen
Puckett, Wilma Green, Ruth Thorn, Ella Boren and Darink Pruitt.
Funeral services will be at 11 a.m. Wednesday, Dec. 9,2015 at
the Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, downtown Murray, with
Luke Puckett and Dan Sikes officiating. Burial will follow in
Murray Memorial Gardens. Pallbearers will be Jake.Byntun,
Bobby Barron, Robert Burbridge, Jay Taylor, Dennis Thorn and
Charles Boren. Honorary pallbearers are Marvin McDaniel, Bill
Garland, Daniel Puckett, Nathan Puckett, Eric Taylor, Harvey
Puckett and Danny Pruitt. Visitation was from 5-9 p.m. Tuesday.
Dec. 8,2015 at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Murray-Calloway
Nadine G. Pace
Nadine 9. Pace, 100, of Murray, Kentucky, died at 10:29 p.m., County Relay for Life.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesfh.com
Sunday,plc. 6,2015 at the Spring Creek Health & Rehab.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, downtown Murray, is in
She was born March 24, 1915 in Calloway County, Kentucky, to
charge of arrangements.
Joir f:),, Graham and Mattie-Dailey Graham.
Stisas preceded in death by her husband, Herschel Pace and her
parenti. 4
Ruth Inez Jones
Ruth Inez Jones, 93, of Murray, Kentucky,
Mrs. Pace is survived by her daughter, Jan Outland and husband
died Monday, Dec. 7, 2015 at Murray-Calloway
Dale of Murray; a son, Ron Pace and wife Jan of Murray; five
County Hospital.
grandchildren,four great-grandchildren, and two great-great-grandShe was born Nov. 22, 1922 in Ballard
children.
County, Kentucky, to Thomas Meyers and Ella
A graveside service will be at 11 a.m. Wednesday, Dec.9,2015 at
Lindsey Meyers.
Murray Memorial Gardens with Rev. Jim Stahler officiating.
She was a former owner and operator of Jones
Visitation was from 5-8 p.m. Tuesday, Dec. 8, 2015 at BlalockIron and Metal and a member of the First United
Coleman & York Funeral Home.
Methodist Church in Murray.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
She was preceded in death by her parents; her
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangehusband, Milton Jones and one grandchild,
ments.
Jones
William Charles Wilson.
Mrs. Jones is survived by two sons, Ron Jones and wife
Caroline W. Schoenfeldt
Caroline W. Schoenfeldt, 50, of Murray, Kentucky, died at her Emma Lou of Burnside and Jackie Jones and wife Dorothy of
Murray; a sister, Maggie Ross of Paducah; four grandchildren,
home on Sunday, Dec. 6,2015.
Jerry Wayne Jones, Jennifer Jones Burton and Cynthia Conner,
She was born in Mayfield, Kentucky, on Dec. 3, 1965.
She was a 1984 graduate of Murray High School, attended the all of Murray and Melanie Adams of Longwood, Florida and
seven great-grandchildren.
University of Kentucky and was of Presbyterian faith.
Funeral services will be at 2 p.m., Friday, Dec. 11,2015 at the
She was preceded in death by her maternal grandparents. Farland
and Elwyn Robbins; paternal grandparents, Carl J. and Emma J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Dr. Rick Dye and Rev. Jim
Schoenfeldt; uncle and aunt, Pat and Elaine Miller and an uncle, Stahler officiating. Burial will follow in the Murray City
Cemetery. Visitation will be from noon till 2 p.m. Friday, Dec.
Kent MAR:ans.
Ms. Scheldt is survived by her parents, Roger C. Schoenfeldt 11, 2015 at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfunerand Adelaide Robbins Schoenfeldt of Murray; one sister, Anne S.
Ensor and husband John of Stanardsville, Virginia; one niece, alhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangeMorgan Ensor; one nephew, Garrett Ensor, both of Stanardsville;
ments.
and
uncle
Mayfield;
of
Robbins
Diane
and
Gayle
uncle and aunt
aunt, Charles and Judy Leathers of Reno, Nevada and an aunt,
Guy Stanley Wilson Jr.
Kathy Robbins of Hendersonville, Tennessee and several cousins.
Guy Stanley Wilson Jr., 75, of Murray, Kentucky, died
A memorial service will be held at a later date.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneral- Saturday, Dec. 05,2015 at his home.
He was born Jan. 12, 194-0 in Louisville, Kentucky, to Guy S.
home.com.
arrangements.
of
and Mildred Patterson Wilson who preceded him in
Wilson
charge
in
is
Home
Funeral
The J.H. Churchill
death.
2 years of serv1
,He retired from Fisher-Price Mattel after 22 /
ice. He was a graduate of Murray State University and a member of Good Shepard United Methodist Church.
Mr. Wilson is survived by his wife, Loretta Bucy Wilson of
River
Ohio
the
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A new bridge across
Kentucky, whom he married on Aug. 6, 1960 in
Murray,
between downtown Louisville and southern Indiana has opened to
Murray, Kentucky; a daughter, Stephanie Watwood and husvehicles.
band Skip of Marshville, North Carolina.; a son, Michael David
A news release from the Ohio River Bridges Project says the
Wilson and wife Amy of Rolla, Missouri; one brother, James Q.
Abraham Lincoln Bridge opened to traffic Sunday evening,one day
and wife Mary Ann of Murray and four grandchildren,
Wilson
after pedestrians were allowed to walk along the span.
Ryker, and Ethan Wilson, all of Rolla and Riley
Austin,
The bridge carries northbound Interstate 65 traffic across the Ohio
of Marshville.
Watwood
River, while the adjacent Kennedy Bridge will eventually carry only
services will be at 10 a.m. Friday, Dec. 11, 2015 at
Funeral
southbound traffic. Two lanes of 1-65 South traffic will move to the
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Tim Escue officiating.
Lincoln bridge later this month while the Kennedy Bridge undergoes Burial will follow in New Concord Cemetery. Visitation will be
improvenients.
from 4-8 p.m. Thursday, Dec. 10, 2015 at the funeral home.
A news release says substantial completion of the downtown projExpressions of sympathy may be made to the Murrayect is scheduled for December 2016. Another bridge between the Calloway County Hospital Hospice Program,803 Poplar Street,
two states is under construction in eastern Jefferson County. IS
Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may be left at www. thejhchurchillfunerPlease support
al home.com.
the United Way
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in harge of arrangeof
ments.
Murray-Calloway
County

Roger'Att, ten Petaat7.7,of Almo, Kentucky, died
Sunday,Dec.6,2015 it his home.
He was born cs July 14, 1939 in Evansville,
Indisums, to Michael Daniel Dema and Flora Ellen
Burned.
Mr.Dema proudly served his country in the U.S.
States Army from 1957-1960.
He was preceded in death by his parents and two brothers,
Michael Franklin Dema and Albert Dema.
Mr. Dema is survived by his wife, Barbara Dema of Almo; one
son, Christopher Langley and wife Natalie of Poplar Bluff,
Missouri; one daughter, Kendal Inman and husband Scott of Grays
Lake, Illinois; two,brothers, Gary Dema and wife Marilyn of Cedar
Lake,-Indiana and Norman Dema of Murray and three grandchildren, Marley andfNathan Langley and Lexis Inman.
Graveside serNskes wiltbe -it 2 p.m. on Wednesday, Dec. 9, 2015
at Murray Mernirtal Gardens with Sammy Cunningham officiating.
The family will receive visitors- on Wednesday, Dec. 9, 2015 from
noon until the letvice hour at the lites Funeral Home & Crematory,
downtowtn Murray.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Cancer
Society.
.
Online condolences are available at w;ww.imesfh.com.
Imes Funeral Home &Crematory,downtown Murray,is in charge
of arrangeraents,
'
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Roger Allen Dema,77
A graveside service will be at 2 p.m. Wednesday. Dec.9,2015'
..14••••
at Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mary Wallace,68
Funeral service will be at 11 ern. Wednesday, Dec. 9,2015 af
the funeral home. Burial will follow in Murray Memoirist.?
Gardens.

131alock-Coleman & York Funeral Home
Nadine G. Pace, 100
A graveside service will be at 11 a.m. Wednesday, Dec.9,201., ..
at Murray Memorial Gardens.
•...;11

Mark Jerome Malinauskas
Mark Jerome Malinauskas, 76, died Tuesday, Dec. 8, 2015
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was born on Sept. 11, 1939 to Stella and Anthony Malinauskai
,
in Ashley, Pennsylvania. He graduated with a BA degree frohi:',
Kings College in Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, a master's degree" from Highlands University in Las Vegas, New Mexico and a PhD .,
from the University of Oregon in Eugene.(Go Ducks!) He acted in
summer and community theatres in Carbondale, Illinois;
Bakersfield and Santa Clara, California; The Black Hills Playhouse
in South Dakota; Sister Lakes, Michigan and Eugene, Oregon. He
worked for the Third Army as an entertainment director and taught
and directed theater at Lawrence University' in Appleton, Wisconsin
and at Earlham College in Richmond, Indiana.
Mark was retired from Murray State University where he had
served as director of Theatre from 1978 to 1993. During that time -,
he directed innumerable mainstage productions, taught theatre
classes on campus and in London and created a summer theaisp
group called Sing Out Kentucky which performed music indigenous to Kentucky's history at local state parks. He also taught in the
Governor's Scholars Program in Lexington. In 1990 he gave up the
directorship of theatre to become director of the Honors Program:a
position he held until his retirement in 2008. He was proud of beitig o,
honored as the Distinguished Professor in 1999 which allowed hilt 0
to lead his daughter and other MSU graduates in that year's commencement exercises.
;
Mark's long membership in SETC culminated in his serving as
president of the Southeastern Theatre Conference and being award- 1.
ed the Suzanne M. Davis Memorial Service Award in 2003.
A member of St. John's Episcopal Church, Mark also served eri
the scholarship committee as a member of Rotary for several
and was named a Paul E. Fellow. He had a strong interest in theCivil War and traveled to many of the battlefields and was an avid; 1:
reader of Civil War material.
Surviving Mark are his wife, Barbara, to whom he was married'
for 49 years and three children, Deidre Malinauskas of Murray;
Sean Malinauskas of San Diego, California and Megan
Betzelberger and husband Marc of Shelbyville,Tennessee. He also
delighted in his five grandsons, Jacob, Benjamin, Noah, Jonathan,
Luke and a lovely granddaughter Adelyn Kate. He cared for a loving sister. Mary Butchko and husband,Tom of Exeter, Pennsylvania
as well as a sister-in-law, Barbara Malinauskas. and nieces and r,
nephews with whom he frequently corresponded.
Preceding him in death were his parents. Anthony and Stella 7.
Malinauskas and a brother, Dr. Anthony Malinauskas, who was:
honored by the Department of Energy for his work in nuclear waste
•
disposal.
2
A memorial service will be held at St. John's Episcopal Church on
Saturday, Dec. 12 at 2 p.m. with interment following immediately
P.
in the church's Memorial Garden. A reception will follow at the
,
P:
church.
Expressions of sympathy, in lieu of flowers, may take the form of
contributions to St. John's Memorial Garden or the Mar1t
Malinauskas Book Scholarship Fund for the Honors Program at r!
Murray State University.
Online condolences may be left at www.irnesfh.com.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory,downtown Murray,is in charge
of arrangements. III
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COMMUNITY
Photo provKleo
BREAKFAST WITH SANTA:
Pictured, from left, is Pat
Seiber, Murray Woman's
Club Sigma Department
chairman and Gale Vinson,
co-chair of Breakfast with
Santa as they look over
some of the crafts that children will make during
Breakfast with Santa on
Saturday, Dec. 12 from 9:3011:30 a.m. at the Murray
Woman's Clubhouse. Tickets
are $5 per person and are
available at the door and various merchants. Proceeds
will be used to support community agencies that support
children and families.

DATEBOOK
Glorybound to meet Friday
Entertainment
Christian
Glorybound
Ministry will meet Friday, Dec. 11 from 7-9
p.m. at Goshen United Methodist Church
Family Fellowship Center, Stella. Featured will
be The Erwin's, The Hallelujah Singers and
Kenny Glass. The public is invited. For more
information, call Renee Taylor at 270-753-8124
or Pat Leah at 270-227-8833.

Datebook

Pet Pictures available

Martha
Finney Andrus,
Lost But Loved Animal Rescue is hosting
Community
"Pet Pictures with Santa," on Saturday, Dec. 12
editor
from 9 a.m. until 6 p.m. at Murray Pet Resort

and Spa,629 North Fourth Street. Proceeds will
be used to purchase a security camera system for the Calloway
County Animal Shelter. Bring a 10-pound bag of dog/cat food for
rescue animals and be entered into a drawing.

MWC Zeta Dept. will meet
4

Shemberger is Phi Kappa Phi
December Volunteer Spotlight member
Special to the Ledger
Dr. Melony Shemberger, vice
president of the Murray State
University Chapter 302 of The

FUN &gashion

! "Merry Christmas" to
everyone! We are celebrating
viith a drawing for $100 gift card
to be given away on Christmas
Eve.Come in the store to register
many times as you want.
:This week our specials include
all dresses 25% off. all fur vega
25% off and all handbags 25%.
oif, We have added more items,
to the 5o% off rack.
:These all make great gift
items, fur vests and fringe bags
a're really trending right now.
:We have cute items for
stocking sniffers, as well as the
perfect gift for the special people
on your list.
•New
Brighton jewelry
tea arrived. We have a good
selection of holiday charms and
new bangles. The key fobs make
a. good gift for the Brighton
lover.
;Fringe vests, sweaters and
hpdbags are on the must-have
Itst this season.
:More of the V-neck tunics in
more colors are on the way.
"'they look fabulous with all of
o'air brightly patterned scarves.
le also have more scarves on
tie way as well.
:Come in and fill out your wish
Itst and we will call your Santa.
:Like and share us on Facebook
ts. be eligible for our giveaway,
Ir come in the store to register.
.Corne in and try our Niven
hillorgan fragrances and lotion,
tftey make a wonderful gift.
Stay tuned to next week's fun
tOd fashion report. .

177, Something For Everyone Store"
305 South 1201 • Murray, KY • 753-7441
'seem MSc kelley.com

Honor Society of Phi Kappa
Phi, is the society's featured
Volunteer Spotlight member for
the month of December.
Members must be nominated
for Volunteer Spotlight. They
then complete a biographical
form that details their career and
Phi Kappa Phi involvement.
"When I received the email
from the Phi Kappa Phi headquarters a few months ago about
my nomination. I was honored
to be selected," Shemberger
said. "I have loved being a
member of Phi Kappa Phi since
I was invited to join as a doctoral student in 2010. My enthusiasm for Phi Kappa Phi and the
Murray State chapter is never
ending. As I noted in the
Volunteer Spotlight, it's no
secret with my friends and colleagues at several universities
that I am a big Phi Kappa Phi
advocate. It's all over my social
media accounts and my office
door, and 1 wear my pin often."
To read about Shemberger as
the Volunteer Spotlight for

December, visit this link:
http://www.phikappaphi.org/ab
out/news/newslanding/2015/12/01/volunteerspotlight-december2015#.VmW9EXuCm_E
Chapter 302 was chartered on
Nov. 28, 2007 and has inducted
several hundred outstanding
MSU students into membership
since that time. The chapter
seeks to recognize and encourage excellence in all academic
disciplines and promote discussion of important issues across
disciplinary lines.
Founded in 1897 and headquartered in Baton Rouge,
Louisiana, Phi Kappa Phi is the
nation's oldest and most selective collegiate honor society for

1.25 million members have been
initiated. Some of the organization's notable members include
former President Jimmy Carter.
Wendy
astronaut
NASA
Lawrence, novelist David
YouTube
and
Baldacci
cofounder Chad Hurley. The
Society has awarded approximately $14 million since the
inception of its awards program
in 1932. Today, $1 million is
awarded each biennium to qualifying students and members
through graduate fellowships,
undergraduate study abroad
grants, member and chapter
awards and grants for local and
national literacy initiatives.
The Society's mission is "To

recognize and promote academall academic disciplineá. Phi ic excelleace in all fields of
Kappa Phi inducts annually higher edefeation and to engage
approximately 32,000 students, the community of scholars in
faculty, professional staff and service to others."
For information on Chapter
alumni. The Society has chapters on more than 300 select col- 302, contact chapter president,
leges and universities in North Dr. Bill Mulligan at %multigan@murraystate.edu or 270America and the Philippines.
Since its founding, more than 809-6571.

Ford named Pushcart Prize winner
Special to the Ledger
New Madrid , a literary journal published by
Murray State University's Master of Fine Arts in
Creative Writing, joined the list of distinguished
presses featured in the official index of the
Pushcart Prize: Best of the Small Presses.
Contributor April Ford was named a 2016
Pushcart Prize winner for her short story "Project
Fumarase." Fiction Editor Dale Ray Phillips chose
Ford's story for inclusion in the Winter 2015
issue.
Publishers Weekly has called the Pushcart
anthology "among the most influential projects in
the history of American publishing." According
to Bill Henderson, publisher and editor, "Many
new presses and dozens of new authors emerge
annually and are honored in classrooms, bookstores and libraries around the world. And so the
Pushcart Prize has been renewed since our first

edition in 1976. We celebrate this renewal every
year. This is our joy."
The Pushcart anthology has also been awarded
the Writers Citation from Poets and
Writers/Barnes & Noble as well as the National
Book Critics Circle Lifetime Achievement Award.
The 2016 anthology features 69 stories, poems,
essays and memoirs. Other presses honored in
2016 include Paris Review, Gettysburg Review,
Virginia Quarterly Review, Poetry and
Ploughshares.
MFA students serve as editorial interns on each
issue. Undergraduate students who are currently
enrolled or who have been enrolled in a 400- or
500-level creative writing workshop are also eligible to serve on the editorial staff.
For further information, please contact, Ann
NeVon,Editor, at aneelon@murraystate.edu.

MERRY CHRISTMAS
TO YOU!

The Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club .will meet
Thursday, Dec. 10 at 2 p.m. for their Christmas party. Bring a $5
wrapped gift. Hostesses will be Betty Sue Vinson, Mildred Newton
and Linda Deidrick.

Seeking bell ringers
The Salvation Army is seeking volunteer bell ringers for
Saturday, Dec. 12. This opportunity is open to college student
organizations, civic and church groups and anyone in the community who would like to volunteer. Contact Kerry Lambert at 270753-7265 and leave a message.

Breakfast with Santa scheduled
The Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club will present "Breakfast with Santa," on Saturday, Dec. 12,from 9:30-11:30
a.m. at the Murray Woman's Club House. Tickets are available at
Carey's, Ribbon Chix, Vintage Rose,The Plaid Rabbit, Tattletales,
Gate 28,Penique's,The Place, Rowers by Whitney and at the door
the day of the event. Visit and have a picture taken with Santa.
Breakfast will be served along with crafts and cookie decorating
during the event. Proceeds will benefit local community projects.

CCRTA Christmas luncheon planned
The Calloway County Retired Teachers Association will meet
Monday. Dec. 14 at 11:30 a.m. at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse

for their catered Christmas luncheon. The cost will be $10 and
reservations must be made by Wednesday, Dec. 9. Send reservations to Larry GuM at Lguin@murraystate.edu or call 270-7536207. The Murray Woman's Club Music Department, under the
direction of Kathy Mowery, will present the program.

Ladies Auxiliary VFW to meet
Ladies VFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly meeting Thursday,
Dec. 10 at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory. An informal meeting with the VFW Post 6291 will be at 6:30 p.m. For more information call Loretta Barrow at 270-489-2436.

Online auction for Humane Society
Help an animal's wishes come true by shopping the Humane
Society of Calloway County's online auction. Go to
www.ForThePets.org and follow the link to the auction. More than
100 items are up for bid which include hand-crafted items,jewelry,
home decor and gift certificates from local businesses. The bidding
closes on Wednesday, Dec. 16 at 9 p.m. Bidders will receive an

email confirmation. If you are outbid, you will also receiye an
email notification. For more information, contact the Humane
Society at 270-759-1884 or email humanesociety@murray-ky.net.

Hospice training offered at MCCH
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital will present a Hospice
Training Program on Tuesday, Dec. 15,from 8 a.m. until 4 p.m. at

the Education Building located on the comer of Eighth and Maple
Street. Anyone interested in learning more about Hospice or anyone
wanting to become a Hospice volunteer either in homes or in the
Anna Mae Owen Residential Hospice House scheduled to open late
2015 should attend this program.

VFW Post 6291 to meet Thursday
VFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly meeting Thursday, Dec.
10 at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory. For more information
call Flenoy Barrow at 270-978-1052.

MAG to host art studio for youth
The Murray Art Guild will host a holiday art studio for youth
ages 6-10 on Saturday. Dec. 12 from 10-11:45 a.m. Participants will
create three ready-to-take-home holiday crafts. Contact MAG at
270-753-2059 to register.

Seminar for senior living to be held
A seminar on navigating the conversation of senior living
options will be held at Brookdale Murray on Thursday, Dec. 10, at
6 p.m. For more information, call 270-759-1555.

Author's Group to meet Saturday
The Murray Authors' Support Group will meet Saturday, Dec.
12, at Brookdale of Murray. Laramie Award winning local author
Juliette Douglas will speak on how to market your books. For more
information,contact Bill Koenecke at 270-227-2309 or Ken Tucker
at 270-753-6886.

Donations needed for cemetery upkeep
The Friendship Cemetery, 50 Kirk Ridge Road, is in need of
donations to help with the future care and upkeep of the cemetery.
Mail donations to The Friendship Cemetery Fund, 58 Rippling
Creek Drive, Murray, Ky. 42071. For more information, contact
Brian Overbey, board treasurer, at 270-873-2558.
Owner says sell! Perfect for that Christmas gift to you and your family. For
less than 5200,000 you will unwrap this totally remodeled home with
3 bedrooms/2.5 baths. Cozy up to the fireplace in this quality Tip Top
Properties home! Call Lynda Houck a2 Grey's Properties 270 759-2001.

R4 Int,•ftwarit R4 • Murray,.10
WO)/59 8100
..61 c.an
www.hotkorywned.

GREY'S
PROPERTIES

Lynda Houck
270-759-2001

Angels Attic seeks items
The Angels Attic Thrift Shop, 972 Chestnut St., is in need of
items as it continues to provide funding for Angels Community
Clinic, the Gentry House and provide assistance to other local
agencies. Specific needs are men's, women's and children's clothing; furniture; appliances, household items; and toys. Items can be
received Monday through Saturday, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. or call
270-762-0505 for pickup.
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kynect is putting better health within reach of every Kentuckian.
Talk to a kynector or agent, and let us show you how.
Maybe you've had health insurance before and found it took too big a bite out of your budget.
affordable coverage is within reach
Or maybe you've never had it. Well, things are different now. Thanks to kynect, quality,
don't wait to enjoy all the benefits you deserve.
of every Kentuckian. That's good news for your health and your pocketbook. So
Join the more than 500.000 people who have found peace of mind with kynect.
Call 1-855-4kynect (459-6328) to find your local kynector or agent
and make an appointment to get covered.
Contact your Local Cooperative Extension Office to
learn when a kynector will be available.

111.11
kyhealthrlow
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MCCH hospice
education event
happens Dec. 15

MCCH Sleep Disorders Center
Special to The Ledger
Murray -Calloway
The
Sleep
Hospital
County
Disorders Center, accredited by
the American Academy of Sleep
Medicine, offers comprehensive evaluation and care for
adults and will be expanding
services to include children
ages six and up with sleep and
sleep-related breathing disorders, including:
Snoring and suspected
•
sleep apnea
obstructive
Known
•
sleep apnea requiring CPAP
(continuous positive airway
pressure) or BiPAP(bilevel positive airway pressure) therapy
Suspected sleep-relat•
ed respiratory failure or apnea
related to neuromuscular diseases such as muscular dystrophy or cerebral palsy
that
Conditions
•
increase the risk of sleep-disordered breathing, such as obesity. Down syndrome, ADHD,
and achondroplasia.
: The Center has a 4-bed stateof-the-art sleep laboratory
lOcated in, the Medical Arts
Building Suite 305 East Wing.
The laboratory, which operates
7 :days a week, is dedicated to
the care of patients wi
trained technicians.

current rooms will be updated
as a child-friendly room. The
room will contain a second bed
for a caregiver to spend the
night with the child. A referral
is required by a sleep specialist
for a pediatric sleep study. The
Center for Sleep Disorders is
led by Medical Director, Dr.
Rachel Korson. Dr. Korson is
double board certified in
Neurology and Sleep Medicine.
She completed her Sleep
Medicine fellowship training at
in
University
Stanford
Redwood City, California.
On Tuesday, December 15 at
I pm in the Sleep Disorders
Center, a dedication in honor of
Dr. Clegg Austin, Pediatrician
will be held. The pediatric sleep
room will have new furniture.
technology and pediatric equipment funded by an anonymous
$35,000 donation in honor of
Dr. Austin.
For more information about
the sleep disorders center or
upcoming dedication, visit
NVPirw.murrayhosptial.org or c
at 270.767-X1286.•

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

DONOR WALL UNVEILING:
A large crowd gathered last
week for the annual unveiling
of the Donor Wall inside
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The wall honors 366
contributors of at least $1,000
for the Murray Calloway
Endowment for Healthcare and
accounts for more than $4 million in giving.

Special to The Ledger.
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Hospice program will be
hosting an educational event on
Hospice care on Tuesday, December
15 for anyone interested in the program or becoming involved. The
event will be held from 8 am. to 4
p.m. in the MCCH Education
Building on the corner of Eighth and
Elm streets. It is open to the public
and free of charge.
Hospice care helps patients with
end-of-life needs and services, making their time comfortable and assisting family and friends. Volunteers
are always needed to help with this
program, which has touched the
lives of many in the community.
"Hospice is the only service that
Medicare requires assistance from
volunteers and this Hospice program
could not provide as high a quality of
care as we are able to do without the
exceptional help that we receive
from our volunteers, chaplain, and
community ministers," said Sherri
Boyd,RN Hospice Director.
The program will provide information on caring for family and
friends with life-limiting illnesses,in
addition to satisfying requirements
for becoming a volunteer.
Presenters will include active volunteers, a community minister that
has worked closely with Hospice for
many years, the Hospice Social
Worker, a nutritionist, Hospice nurses and families previously touched
by Hospice care. Topics to be covered include: volunteering, history
and philosophy, covered and noncovered services, reimbursement,
grief and bereavement,spiritual care,
pain and symptom. management,
nutrition and hydration and ethics
and advance directives.
Refreshments will be provided
and there is no cost for the program.
Lunch will not be provided. For
more information or to register for
the session, call MCCH Hospice
Director Sherri Boyd at 270-7673670.•

Hospital's staff
supports annual
giving campaign

RE KUHR) F
CHRIS STANCZYK

O. JOINS ',ILIRRAY UROLOGY. AS OUR NE:: UROLOGIST

Special to The Ledger
At Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, we are dedicated to the
health and wellness of our communities. Our employees build
strong and healthy communities
through financial support and volunteerism.
Calloway
The
Murray
Endowment for Healthcare's
Giving
Employee
annual
Campaign is a fundraising effort
that gives employees and nonemployees a chance to bridge the
gap for our patients. employees
and the community by making a
contribution to the Endowment.
Our employees are extraordinary, contributing more than $57,
187 in 2014 which was a total of
62% of our employees who made
a financial donation last year.
Because of employee contributions, Murray Hospital can support the Anna Mae Owen
Residential Hospice House. offer
new equipment, financial assistance to patients. and employees
can receive support during unexpected emergency events, creating a community where everyone
thrives.
For more information on how
you can contribute through the
Murray Calloway Endowment for
Healthcare, call Keith Travis, VP
of Development at 270.762.1908.
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MORGAN WILLIAMS / Ledger & limes
Murray Middle School Principal Lou Carter, left, and Murray Elementary Principal Denise Whitaker, middle, assist Murray High
Principal Teresa Speed in displaying a flag and banner Murray High received earlier this year for Its being named a National
Blue Ribbon School.

•MISD continues making path toward...
From Front

ings without utilizing the energy
in the earth," he said.
energy use intensity expresses a
Superintendent Bob Rogers
building's energy use as a funcquestioned the feasibility of a
tion of its size. He explained
geothermal heating system for
that the lower the EUI,the more
the new construction and renoefficient a building is.
vation.
"Lowering your school's EUI
"Murray High could be fitted
can mean utilizing daylighting for
geothermal, but potentially
techniques, new windows and (will
be) difficult to fit in the
doors to improve insulation and current budget," Oliver
said.
the installation of a geothermal
This is the current crux of the
energy system," Oliver said. matter for the board, which was
"An efficient school has an EUI pointed out by board member
of 50, with some schools Stuart Alexander.
achieving lower scores and very
"So it comes down to finding
rarely, educational buildings Out what best suits us and what
that have a net zero output."
is within our budget," said
Oliver also said that a geother- Alexander.
mal system for heating and coolThe Board also voted to
ing system would be necessary approve the BG-1 Project
for Murray High School to meet Application Form,explained by
the "efficient" ranking.
Rogers as being "the list of what
"There's just no way to the project entails and how we
achieve that level of energy say- propose to pay for it all."

Every Donation Brings
Hope.

This application form will be
"We were just so honored to
sent
to
the
Kentucky be chosen and Washington defiDepartment of Education for nitely recognized our (the winapproval.
ning school's) presence," said
Jason Anderson of Alexander, Speed, commenting on the conThompson and Arnold, PLLC gratulatory reception they
presented the MISD annual received
throughout the city.
audit with no major issues pres"I also want to recognize the
ent.
principals from the elementary
Murray High Principal Teresa
and
middle schools, Denise
Speed reported on the recent trip
Whitaker
and Lou Carter, it
to the 2015 Annual Awards
Ceremony of the National Blue wouldn't have happened withRibbon Schools in Washington, out our amazing feeder schools
D.C. At the conference, educa- in the district," Speed said.•
tors and administrators from the
335 recognized schools took
part in educational programming and the awards presentation.
The new high school will also
house some new accolades from
this honor - Speed received the
Blue Ribbon flag and banner at
the recent ceremony.

American
Red Cross
Westeni Kentucky Chapter
serving Calloway County
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HEARING
TECHNOLOGY EVENT
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10 DAYS ONLY!

DEC.9- DEC. 19
EXPERIENCE THE
LATEST HEARING
TECHNOLOGY
This is a Limited time Offer
• Free Hearing Screening Tests
• Free Otoscopic Exam of Your Ear

Appointments Required,

CALL TODAY
270-753-8055
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work in the financial industry. He
came to Kentucky in 1999, where'll*
day, then the greatest days of the he eventually started his own C
commonwealth of Kentucky are investment firm that he' later sold;
indeed yet to come."
He now owns all or part of 10 dif:.1
Bevin took the oath of office ferent .companies, ranging from lir
.
with his hand on a Bible that bell manufacturer in Connecticirc,
belonged to his eldest daughter, to a medical device company.
Brittiney, who was killed in a car
Active in tea party circles, Bevil!!!
accident in 2003.
supported Rand Paul's surprising .7•••
Hours later,at his inaugural wor- Senate victory in 2010. In 2014;;
ship service Tuesday morning, the Bevin challenged U.S. Sen. Mitcltt
last entry of the 17-year-old's McConnell in the Republican
prayer journal was read to the mary,only to lose badly following.'"
crowd: "My dangerous prayer is mouths of negative TV ads that
that You'll place broken-hearted questioned his integrity. He repeople in my path and fill me with emerged in January as one of foui
You so that I can let Your love heal people seeking the Republican
their pain," she wrote.
nomination for governor. As the
A full day of events was under- top two candidates battled on the
way Tuesday, including a worship airwaves, Bevin offered himself as,
service, a parade and a public a positive alternative. He won by
swearing-in ceremony on the 83 votes, one of the closest elec.,
Capitol steps.
tions in state history.
Bevin walked at the front of the
Bevin campaigned on undoing
inaugural parade, stopping along much of Beshear's health care
the way to shake hands with peo- reform;, including repealing the
ple who lined the streets on the expansion of the state's Medicaid
clear, sunny morning.
program and the state-run health
Academy Award-winning actor exchange, programs that had given
Jon Voight rode in a convertible health insurance to more than half
near the front of the route.
a million people. He argued taxVoight said he has kept up with payers could not afford to have 25
the Kentucky race and recently percent of the state's population on
struck up a friendship with Bevin. Medicaid despite the health bene"As a person,1 admire him very fits gained by more people having
much. I think Kentucky is blessed access to health care.
to have this fellow in leadership
But it was Bevin's message of
now. Let's see what happens. The "vote your values, not your party"
exciting thing about Matt Bevin is that likely resonated with a majorhe's got so much energy and he's so ity of Kentucky's conservative votbright," Voight said.
ers who were energized after a
A businessman from Louisville. county clerk went to jail for refusBevin has never held public office. ing to issue marriage licenses to
He was born in Denver. Colorado, same-sex couples. Bevin won 106
but grew up as one of six children out of 120 counties, including
in a three-bedroom house in rural many poor counties with sizeable
New Hampshire. He spent four populations receiving Medicaid
years in the Army before going to benefits.
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Looking for Financing Options?

SPECIAL FINANCING
AVAILABLE*
*Sub,ect to aedit approval. Ask for details.

Elizabeth C. Vickery, BC-HIS

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING
REHABILITATION

.4
44

octors. Our neigh
roducing our newest neighb'
•

•

Lindsay Foust, DPM
Podiatry
As a regional community hospital, we are committed
to providing the best in care to our neighbors. Dr. Foust has
recently joined Henry County Orthopaedic Surgery and Sports
Medicine as well as the medical team at Henry County Medical
Center.
Dr. Foust, a native of Paris, attended Murray State
University for her undergraduate degree and received her
Doctor of Podiatric Medicine from Kent State University
College of Podiatric Medicine. She did her Podiatric Surgical
Residencies at Alliance Community Hospital in Alliance, OH
and Summa Western Reserve Hospital in Cuyahoga Fall, OH.
She comes to Paris from Kentucky/Indiana Foot and Ankle
Specialists where she was a foot and ankle surgeon and
clinician. She also has a passion for wound care and plans to
offer this in her practice.
She and her husband Marshall, who is also from Paris,
along with their two children enjoy traveling and being
outdoors.
"It has always been my goal to come back to Paris and
we finally have been given that
HC I-ENRY COUNTY
opportunity. I hope to make Paris
MEDICAL CENTER
and Henry County proud."
HCMC is pleased to welcome
1015 Kelley Dr #200
Dr. Foust to the community and she
Paris, TN 38242
is now accepting new patients.
731-644-2271

•
5.

•
•

210 S 12th St.• Murray • www.stonelang.com
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GIRLS BASKETBALL: McCRACKEN COUNTY 58, GALLOWAY COUNTY 51

Second-half
woes lead
to loss for
Calloway
County

Lady Lakers fall in fourth
Sivills
returns as
McCracken
County's
head coach

By JEFF AREW
Sports Editor

d McCracken County used a
lEird-quarter run to separate
itself from Calloway County
during a 67-46 Region 1 win
uesday at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
The Mustangs (4-0), who led
154-30 at halftime, held a 23-6
hflvantage against the Lakers (1in the third quarter to grab a
21 -point lead with 8 minutes to
Play.
Limited to 16 second-half
County
Calloway
points,
couldn't stop McCracken County in the third quarter, when the
Mustangs knocked down 8 of 12
bhots from the field.
McCracken County's Camerps Cartwright, who had a gameh 20 points, buried a pair of
-pointers in the third quarter
1;1 finished 6 of 8 from behind
arc overall. Jacob Zakutney
prsted seven of his 12 points and
Collected four rebounds in the
Oriod, while Nathan Stonecier added five of his 11 points.
The Lakers attempted to keep
UP but could only find baskets
from Kamden Price, Logan
Eastwood and Greyson Burgess
CCHS went 3 of 12 from the
field.
`. Calloway County head coach
Terry Birdsong said his young
squad used a lot of energy fighting to stay close in the first half
that it may have expended itself
too much.
- "Fatigue just does a lot of
things." Birdsong said. "You're
a-step slower getting back down
the floor. You lose your man easier in transition. Talking on the
floor disappears. All of those
things factor into fatigue."
Birdsong said the Lakers will
spend more time conditioning
themselves to have more energy.
"We have so much teaching to do and so many things to
get us ready to play a game that
ive're not where we need to be
Conditioning-wise," Birdsong
said. "We're going to have to
go back to the drawing board in
Practice to get more continuity
Of continuos play."
; McCracken County ended up
of 17(53 percent)from 3-point
lange, while Calloway County
made 7 of 18(39 percent), most
Of which came in the first half
or the Lacers.
CCHS led 14-12 after 8 minInes as Price (14 points) burled three 3-pointers in the first
'quarter. However, Cartwright
'matched Price with a trio of
first-quarter 3-pointers and Evan
.layden (13 points) added one
for good measure.
The Mustangs went ahead
34-30 after two quarters by
laPorking an inside-outside game.
tonecipher had six points by

By JEFF ARENZ
Sports Editor
Longtime Calloway County
head coach Scott Sivills returned
to Jeffery Gymnasium as the opponent Tuesday night.
Sivills guided his new team,
McCracken County, to a 58-51
Region 1 victory over the Lady
Lakers, a squad he coached the
last 17 years.
"It was uneasy, a little bit.
When you've been here 17
years, it was tough going into
the opposing locker room," Sivills said. "It was tough walking
out in different clothes, but that
part of the change that my family made. I bleed crimson, black
and white."
The Lady Mustangs led 4443 midway through the fourth
quarter but went on a 14-8 run to
seal their win.
"It was an ugly game in lots
of ways," Sivills said. "From
free-throw shooting to not making some easy shots; standing
around on offense; making poor
decisions, defensively; but we
found a way to make plays at the
end."
New Calloway County head
coach Valerie Waller said the
Lady Lakers needed to make a
few more baskets.
"(I wish) some of our shots
had fallen because I really
thought we had some good looks
in the third and fourth quarters.
We got the shots we wanted,
they just didn't fall," Waller
said. "We were hurt a little bit
by the fouls and we put some of
our younger kids in situations
to grow and, hopefully, become
better."
The game was a tightly officiated contest with 55 fouls being
called and 74 free throws being
attempted.
McCracken County went
ahead 49-43 with 2:47 to go on a
3-pointer from Alex Smith, who
was one of three Lady Mustangs
to score in double figures with
12 points.
Maddye Rice led McCracken County with 17 points, while
MacKenzie Blackford added 14
points off the bench.
Eighth-grader Charlee Settle
produced a game-high 21 points
— 15 of them in the second half
— to lead Calloway County. She
completed a double-double by
pulling down 12 rebounds.
Trailing 44-39, Settle scored
four straight fourth-quarter
points on a layup and two free
throws to cut the Lady Lakers'
deficit to one point.
Alicia Hombuckle scored six
DONNIE PASCHALL / Ledger & Times of her 11 points in the final 8
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•See Page 11A

Calloway County's Jade Spann attempts a shot against McCracken County during a Region 1 game Tuesday inside Jeffrey
Gymnasium at Calloway County High School.

BOYS BASKETBALL: MURRAY HIGH 62, GRAVES COUNTY 51

Sports Reporter
MAYFIELD --- Less than 2 minutes into the
Prst quarter, Murray High head coach Bart Flener
lo'as forced to sit his star big man Tre Hornbuckle
tor the majority of the first half after picking up
wo early fouls.
Flener didn't waver though, not for a second.
lie knew the firepower and versatility of the Ti_o was on full display Tuesday night at Graves
hers
unty High School.
Preston English shook his early season shoot• slump convincingly, scoring 24 points with
pig
ihe help of five 3-pointers and added six resounds in a hard fought 62-51 Region 1 victory
ver the Eagles.
; Flener knew that coming out of Graves Coun(2-2) with a road win was a difficult task in its
wn right.
"I'm just really proud of our guys to come
pver to Graves County, in the Eagles Nest, and
get a road win in a tough environment. You've
always got to feel good about that," Flener said.

P

F

"We showed tremendous versatility in a lot of
different ways. We defended pretty well for the
most part. Obviously, (Graves County) presents some challenges with their size inside, and
they're going to continue to get better, but so will
we.
"We've got some getting better to do," Flener
added."We're going to see the film to get better,
but it's always good to do that after a win because
the guys are a little more receptive talking about
what we need to focus on."
Ethan Clark finished with 10 points and four
rebounds,Duane Curtis added 11 points and Bart
Flener chipped in six points, but it was the presence and hustle of James Boone that kept the Tigers (4-0)from relinquishing momentum.
Boone surprisingly didn't have a field goal,
but his 8 of 11 free-throw shooting, seven rebounds and three steals were plenty enough to
gain the attention of those not looking primarily
at the stets sheet.
"James is going and getting really big re-

IN See Page 11A
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GIRLS BASKETBALL: MURRAY HIGH 78, HOPKINSVILLE 53

Lady Tigers rout Hoptown
English has 24 points as MHS
as Burpo,Turley drive offense
turns back Graves County
By BRYCE MOO

The As

Staff Report
HOPKINSVILLE --- With a heavy dosage of
fullcourt press= and a solid effort of 81 percent
shooting at the free throw line, the Murray High
Lady Tigers made quick work of the Hopkinsville
78-53 on Tuesday evening.
MHS improved to 2-0 overall as it drained 29
of 36 free-throw attempts in the game.
Alexis Burpo and Macey Turley combined for
43 of Murray High's 78 points in a stellar offensive display. Burpo led the Lady Tigers in scoring
and on the glass with 22 points and eight rebounds,
making all 12 of her free-throw attempts. Turley
had 21 points and distributed four assists.
"I thought we played really well, defensively,"
head coach Rechelle Turner said."We set the tone
early with deflections and steals. We were very
aggressive, offensively, tonight. When you are
aggressive early, it helps gets your offense going
and you can get to the free-throw line. We did a
tremendous job at making (free throws)."
Fourteen of Burpo's points came in the first
half, including six early that halted Hopkinsville's

early 4-0 lead, the only advantage it had.
Murray High followed with a 26-10 run in a
6-minute span to cushion a lead that was the Lady
Tigers' edge for the majority of the night.
Hopkinsville drew no closer than 13 points the
rest of the way, giving Murray High its second
straight win to open the season.
For Coach Turner, the win drew a more important feat. It was the 399th win of her career at
MHS since becoming the Lady Tigers head coach
in 1996.
"We're a long way from where we want to be,"
Turner said. "We're going to get back in the gym
today but, with Maddie Waldrop out, we have kids
stepping up. It's someone different every night.
The kids are coming along great in her absence.
Grace Campbell played well tonight. Her and Morghen Turley were big sparks off the bench for us."
Campbell had eight points and Morghen TurIcy contributed six points. Lily Ramey had three
points and a season-high seven rebounds.
Turner will be looking for her 400th career
coaching victory at 7 p.m. Friday, when Murray
High travels to play Webster County.•
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MLB: WINTER MEETINGS

D-Backs adding Miller behind
Greinke; Cub's nab Zobrist
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The Associated Press
NASHVILLE,Tenn. — In another 'dramatic move to return to
the playoffs for the first time since
1011, the Arizona Diamondbacks
reached an agreement Tuesday
to acquire All-Star right-hander
Shelby Miller from the Atlanta Braves for overall No. I draft
pick Dansby Swanson and two
other prospects.
Arizona, which finalized a
$2065 million, six-year contract
with major league ERA leader
Zack Greinke earlier in the day,
also would send outfielder Ender
Inciarte and pitching prospect
Aaron Blair to the Braves. The
Diamondbacks would acquire minor league left-hander Gabe Speier, a person familiar with the deal
told The Associated Press,speaking on condition of anonymity

•Tigers...
From Page 10A
bounds for us right now. Tough
rebounds. He's handling the ball
well and distributing it as needed. He went and made those free
throws tonight. It's important
that he made eight out of 11. We
needed all of them," Flener said.
Ryan Mathis lead the Eagles
with 12 points, providing the
first bucket of the game in transition for an early 3-0 Eagles
advantage before Brady Wetherington's 3-pointer made it 6-5
Graves County. That was the last
time the Eagles led in the game.
Zach Flener scored all six of
his points in the first period, including a steal that he converted
into a transition layup and a nifty
jumper to help the Tigers take a
16-13 lead after 8 minutes.
Murray High got hot from behind the arc in the second quarter en route to four 3-pointers in
the period. Clark's first 3 of the
quarter gave Murray High a 1913 lead before he replicated the
shot for a 25,49 lead, forcing
Graves CoUritytto call a timeout.
Jumonte McClure scored
only two points in the game, but
he stepped up, defensively, in

minutes for CCHS, which fell to
0-2 overall:
Waller said her young players
gained some experience against
McCracken County.
"Our younger kids stepped
up big-time," Waller said. "We
definitely had to play a lot of
freshmen. I am excited about our
freshmen and what they bring to
this program. With (Allie) Fritts
going out with an injury and
with a lot of fouls, our freshmen
held their own for us to compete
in the fourth quarter."
Fritts, who had seven firsthalf points, suffered an ankle
sprain early in the second half
and did not return.
Both teams failed to take
advantage of their chances at
the free-throw line. The Lady
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hander Adam Warren and a player to be named, likely infielder
Brendan Ryan.
Zobrist played his first nine
seasons with Tampa Bay when
current Cubs manager Joe Maddon ran the Rays.
"He's all about winning.That's
what he's about," Mackion said.
Chicago also finalized a $32
million, two-year contract with
37-year-old right-hander John
Lackey, who slots in as the Cubs'
third starter behind Jake Arrieta
and Jon Lester.
In the past year, the Yankees
also acquired Didi Gregorius
(25),Dustin Ackley (26)and Aaron Hicks (26). Looking for their
first World Series title since 2009,
the Yankees missed the playoffs
for two straight years, then lost to
Houston in this year's wild-card
game.

Hombuckle's absence, limiting
Graves County's 6-foot-10 Chris
Vogt to four first-half points after the Eagles center has scored
in double figures every game
this season.
Curtis beat the first-half buzzer with a timely 3 to send the Tigers into the locker room with a
33-25 advantage. After six first
half 3-pointers,the Tigers cooled
off a bit in the final 16 minutes,
allowing the Eagles a 12-6 third
quarter run that was capped off
by a Mathis 3. It sliced the deficit to a one possession game at
42-39 heading into the fourth
quarter.
From there. the Tigers' veteran poise and resiliency shined
as much as their foul shooting
success. Curtis didn't waste any
time, hitting a running floater
to start the final period before
Hornbuckle rattled in his first
points off an offensive rebound
for a seven-point MHS lead.
On a highlight hustle display.
Boone stole a pass from Mathis
in transition, leading to an English layup to put the Murray
Iiiish.,lead„at 50-41 with 5 minutes remainkng in the game.
Free throws by Trevor Grant
had Graves County in position
to rally when it trailed 54-49,

but English allowed no such
comeback. It was his night to respond and his final answer came
in the form of his fifth 3-pointer,
silencing the Eagles Nest and
putting the game on ice for the
Tigers.
With free throws in the waning moments, MHS secured its
11-point victory, with its largest
lead of the night. English finished with seven points in the
final frame as the Tigers made 7
of 8 free throws when they mattered most, in the fourth quarter.
"It's good to see Preston come
out and shoot it the way he shot
it," Flener said. "He hadn't shot
the ball he wanted to at the start
of the season, but he sure shot it
great tonight. He did some other things as well.' It wasn't just
3-pointers. He was putting it
on the floor as well, getting the
ball out in transition. Ethan and
James both helped us out in that
department.After defeating a tough adversary on the road, Murray
High heads home in preparation
for the much-anticipated Region
1 showdown. The Tigers and the
Paducah Tilghman Blue Tornado square off at Taylor Gymnasium at 7:30 p.m. Friday.

Mustangs made 16 of 35 attempts, while the Lady Lakers
hit 19 of 39 attempts. Calloway
County converted all eight of its
fourth-quarter free throws.
"It was a little up-and-down.
I told the girls after the game. I
said, 'I though our free throws
in the second half kept us in
the game but, in the first half,
we shot ourselves in the foot a
little bit,— Waller said. "If we

would have hit our first-half
free throws, we could have been
ahead five or six points at halftime instead of down by four.
It's something we work on every
day in practice but,I think, making free throws are something
that is just mental."
The Lady Lakers host Graves
County at Jeffrey Gymnasium at
6:15 p.m. Friday.

YOUR OPEN ENROLLMENT
HEADQUARTERS
Medicare Supplements — Oct. 15- Dec. 7t1i
Health Insurance — Nov. 1st -Jan. 31s,
We wok wr.rth mar y ronlpanis to otter the
at excellent rates.

working underneath the basket,
while Cartwright and Hayden
dropped in 3's, helping McCracken County hold a 22-16
edge in the period.

F-astwood countered with a
3-point play for CCHS, which
received i-pciinters from Price
and AarortPawson in the second quatter.
Trailing by four points at the
break, the Lakers just couldn't
seem to get over the hump in
the second half.

Peyton Johnson, who scored
27 points in the Lakers' 56-41
win,ver Paducah St. Mary on
Saturday, was limited to three
points against McCracken
County on Tuesday.
Calloway County hosts
Graves County at Jeffrey Gym,
nasium at 7:45 p.m. Friday.•
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Call or stop by today!270-761-1010

Robert Billington Jr. & Associates, LLC
113 S. 4th St. on the Square •(270) 293-8817
www.robertbillingtoninsurance.com
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The Murray Ledger & Times'Printing and
Post Print Department is growing fast!
We are in need of the following positions:

PRINTING DEPARTMENT: I hIN
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time position. Prete'

printing press ;JUt Will train
long
trio I Itihi poison. !his is a midnight shift. Must be able to stand for
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APPLY AT:

Parents:

The Mur ray Ledger & Times

1001 Whitnoll Avenue • Murray, KY 42071

Please mail or bring in to the office:
Murray Ledger & Times J PO Box 1040 I Murray, KY 42071

or emaihnit@murrayledgencom
OR SEND RESUME TO:ciqom

mut rayledgercom

Ni)PHONE CALLS PLEASE
•

DONNIE PASCHALL / Ledger & Times
Calloway County's Isaiah Butler attempts a layup against McCracken County during a Region 1 game Tuesday inside Jeffrey Gymnasium at Calloway County High School.

HELP WANTED
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because the trade was pending
approval of medical records.
"If by some chance we get
lucky and we get an opportunity
to make a nice deal that helps us
right now, then you take the opportunity and you take the chance
to do it," Diamondbacks general
manager Dave Stewart said before the trade became known.
Greinke is set to anchor a newlook rotation that also could include Patrick Corbin, Rubby 1k
La Rosa and Robbie Ray.
"We're counting on his mentorship with our other pitchers
and being a part of helping their
growth," Stewart said.
The Cubs also made some
major moves, agreeing to a $56
million, four-year contract with
infielder Ben Zobrist and trading
second haseman Starlin Castro to
the New York Yankees for right-
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SCOREBOARD

11 15 2 24 71 82
Edmonton
NOTE. ham points lee a win, one point for overOme sox
Ammlers
NY. Menders 4, Pheadelphsa 3, SO
Washington 3, Detroit 2.50
Toronto 3, New Jersey 2, SO
Los Angeles 3, Columbus 2, OT
•
Ottawa 4, Ronda 2
St Louis 4, Arizona 1
Chicago 4, Nestwille 1
Dales 6, Carolina 5
Calgary 4, San Joss 2
Tetley's Genies
Boston at Montreal,6:30 p.m
San Jose at Edmonton, 8:30 p.m
Pittsburgh at Colorado,9 p.m.
NY Rangers at Vancoirmr,9 p.m.

Racers
in the NBA
Isaiah Canaan

Cameron Payne
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SPORTS ON TV

Today's Games
COLEGE BASICETBALL
4 ism.
-FS1-mama on John's
Spa.
•111111- Morylwid-Eastem Shore at Michigan
SIM
;.`ESPII2-Eastern Kentucky at Kentucky
ESPNIJ-Howard it Purdue
FS1 -Boston College at Providence
7 p.m.
CSSSN -Nebraska at Creighton
SEC-Omaha it Missouri
tux
flat-Milwaukee at Wisconsin
ESPlit-USW at Wichita St
ESP1111-Dayton at Vanderbilt
FSN -UT Martin at Texas Tech
GOLF
2:30am.
GOLF - Wks European Tow, Omega Dubai
Misters, first round, at Dubai, United Arab Emilia.
8 p.m.
pOLF - Asian Tour, Thailand Goff Championslap, first round, at Chonbun, Thailand
4 a.m.(Thuraday)
GOLF - Ladies European Tour, Omega Dubai
Masters, second round, at Duba, United Arab
Emirates
NSA
6 p.m.
ESPN -Chicago at Boston
8:30 p.m
ESPN -Atlanta at Dallas
NHL
II:30 p.m.
NBCSN - Boston at Montreal
9 p.m.
N8CSN - Pittsburgh at Colorado
SOCCER
•
1:30 pm.
ESPN2-UEFA Champions League, BATE Borisr. at Roma
FS1-UEFA Champions League, Barcelona at
Beyer Leverkusen

AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L T
Pet
New England
10 2 0 .833
N.Y. Jets
7 5 0 .583
Buffalo
6 6 0 .500
Miami
5 7 0 .417
North
W I T
Pet
10 2 0 .833
Cincinnati
7 5 0 .583
Pittsburgh
4 8 0 .333
Baltimore
Cleveland
2 10 0 .167
South
Pct
W I T
Indianapolis
6 6 0 .500
Houston
6 6 0 .500
Jacksonville
4 8 0 .333
3 9 0 .250
Tennessee
West
W L T
Pet
Denver
10 2 0 4133
7 5 0 .583
Kansas City
Oakland
5 7 0 .417
San Oleo°
3 9 0 .250
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W L T
Pet
Washington
5 7 0 .417
Philadelphia
5 7 0 .417
N.Y. Giants
5 7 0 .417
4 8 0 .333
Dallas
North
W LI
Pet
8reen Bay
8 4 0 .667
8 4 0 .667
Minnesota
Sumo°
5 7 0 .417
480.333
Qtrtmft
South
W L T
Pet
-Carolina
12 0 0 1.000
pa Bay
6 6 0 .500
ants
6 6 0 .500
4 8 0 .333
w Orleans
Wed
W IT
Pet
'
Arizona
10 2 0 .833
7 5 0 .583
Seattle
480.333
St Lows
San Francisco
4 8 0 .333
x-clinched division
WEEK 13
Thursday's Result
Green Bay 27, Detroit 23
Sunday's Ramona
Arizona 27, St Louis 3
Seattle 38, Minnesota 7
Tennessee 42, Jacksonville 39
Sin Francisco 26, Chicago 20. OT
N.Y. Jets 23, N.Y. Giants 20, DT
=
Bay 23, Atlanta 19
30, Houston 21
Miami 15, Baltimore 13
ClaCinnati 37, Cleveland 3
Denver 17, San Diego 3
Kansas City 34, Oakland 20
Carolina 41, New Orleans 38
Philadelphia 35, New England 28
PIttsburgh 45, Indianapolis 10
Monday's Neste
Dallas 19. Washington 16
WEEK 14
Thursday's Garne
Minnesota at Arizona. 725 p.m.
Sanders Games
Detroit at St. Louis,12 pm.
San Diego at Kansas City, 12 p.m.
WlnatCllcsgo,12 p.m.
12 p.m.
1161hie at Phled
Oen Francisco at Cleveland, 12 pm.
Now Orisons at Tamps Bry, 12 p.m.
Tennessee at N.Y Jets, 12 p.m.
PM:burgh al Cincinnati, 12 p.m.
Indianapolis at Jacksonville, 12 p.m.
Atlanta at Carolina, 12 p.m.
Seattle at Bathmore, 12 p.m.
Oakland at Denver, 305 p.m.
Degas at Green Bay, 3:25 p.m.
New England at Houston, 7:30 p.m.
Monday's Gams
N.Y. Giants at Miami, 7:30 p.m.

PP
375
295
298
240

PA
247
248
278
300

Pf
334
311
272
216

PA
196
240
291
347

PP
259
253
275
245

PA
305
264
341
296

PF
269
321
284
247

PA
210
240
314
324

EllnA

PRO FOOTBALL

PA
286
302
298
277
PA
238
232
290
315
PA
243
298
257
380
PA
232
229
257
291

lima Bowl
lisaelialu
Ctheinmill (76) vs. San DIK.0 Stale (10-3),
71m (ESP/1)
Dec. 211 Games
NI Peterslarg (Ra.) Bowl
Marshal (9-3) vs. UConn (8-6), 10 am (ESPW)
Sun Bowl
a Past Texas
Miami (8-4) vs Washington State (8-4), 1 p.m
(Ci3S)
Heart of Dallas Bowl
Washington (6-6) vs Southern Mississippi
(9-4), 2:20 p.m.(ESN)
Phiserlps Bowl
Bronx, N.Y.
Duks (7-5) vs. Indiwia (6-6), 2:30 p.m (ABC)
Independence Bowl
Shreveport, Lt.
tha Teen (6-6) vs. Tulsa (6-6), 4.45 p.m.

A

Fear Fenn Beal
Santa Clara,C.
1469oltaul (5-7) vs. UCLA (8-4), 8:15 p.m.
(ESPif)
Dec. 30 Games
Military Bowl
Annapolis, Md,
va.
Pittsburgh (8-4), 1 30 p.m
NINY (G-Z)
(Egli)
Nick Lane Bowl
Detroit
Centrai Michigan (7-5) vs Minnesota (5-7),
4 p.m.(ESPN2)
Dee.. 29 Games
Armed Forces Bowl
Fort Worth,Texas
Air Force (8-5) vs. California (7-5), 1 p.m.
(ESP%)
Russell Athletic Bowl
Orlando, Ra.
North Carotins (11-2) vs. Baylor (9-3), 4.30
P.m.(ESPN)
Anoxia Bowl
Tucson
Nevada (6-6) vs Colorado State (7-5), 6:30
P.m. M3Ki
Texas Bowl
Houston
Texas Tech (7-5) vs. LS•U (8-3),8 p.m.(ESN)
Dec. 30 Games
Birmingham (Ala.) Bowl
Auburn (6-6) vs. Memphis (9-3), 11 a.m.
(ESPN)
Belk Bowl
Chariells,
NC State (7-5) vs. Mississippi St (8-4), 230
p.m (ESN)
Music City Bowl
Nashville. Term.
Louisville (7-5) vs. Texas WA (8-4), 6 p.m.
(ESN)
Hoiday Bowl
San Diego
Wisconsin (9-3) vs. Southern Cal (8-5), 930
p.m.(ESN)
Dec. 31 Games
Peach Bowl
Atlanta
Houston (12-1) vs. Florida State (10-2), 11 a.m.
(ESPN)
Orange Bowl
Playoff Semifinal
Miami Gardens, Fia.
Clemson (13-0) vs. Oklahoma (11-1), 3 p.m.
(ESN
Cotton Bowl Classic
Playoff Semifinal
Arlington, Texas
Alabama (12-1) vs. Michigan State (12-1),
7 p.m.(ESPN)
Jam 1 Games
Outback Bowl
Tampa, Ra.
Northwestern (10-2) vs Tennessee (8-4), 11
a.m.(ESPN2)
Citrus Bowl
Orlando,Re.
Michigan (9-3) vs. Ronde(10-3), 12 p.m.(ABC)
Reda Bowl
Siendata Adz.
Notre Dame (10-2) vs. Ohio State (11-1), 12
p.m.(ESPN)
Rose Bowl
Pasadena, Calif.
lows (12-1) vs. Stanford (11-2), 4 p.m.(ESPH)
Sugar Bowl
New Orleans
Oklahoma State (10-2) vs Mississippi (9-3,
7:30 p.m.(ESPN)

Jae. 2 Games
Taxi:layer Bowl
Jacksamile, Ra.
Penn St (7-5) vs Georgia (9-3), 11 an.(ESPN)
Liberty Bowl
Memphis,Teen.
Kansas St. (6-6) vs. Arkansas (7-5), 2:20 p.m
(ESPN)
Alamo Bowl
Sae Animals
Oregon (9-3) vs. TCU (10-2), 5:45 p.m.(ESPN)
Gears Bowl
Plumb(
West4pInia (7-5) vs. Arizona State (6-6),915
P.m.(E
Jan. 11 Gams
Calera Football ChompiorwhIs Game
Giendaie, Artz.
Orange Bowl winner vs. Cotton Bowl winner,
7:30 p.m (ESPH)
Jak 23 Games
Fast-West Shrine Classic
Al St Petersburg, Fla.
East vs. West, 3 p.m.(14FU4)
NFLPA Colleglete Bowl
At Carson, Calif.
Natrona vs American, 5 p.m.(ESPN2)
Jan. 30 Gams
Senior Bevil
At Motile, Aka.
North vs South, 1:30 p.m.(NR/d)
FCS PLAYOFFS
First Round
Nov. 28 Results
Western Illinois 24, Dayton 7
Chattanooga 50, Fordlum 20
The Citadel 41, Coastal Carolina 38
Sam Houston State 42, Southern Utah 39
Montana 24, South Dakota State 17
Colgate 27. New Hampshire 20
William 8 Mary 52, Duquesne 49
Northern Iowa 53, Eastern Illinois 17
Second Round
Saturday's Results
Richmond 48, William & Mary 13
Charleston Southern 14, The Citadel 6
Colgate 44, James Madison 38
Illinois State 36, Western Illinois 19
Jacksonville State 41, Chattanooga 35, OT
North Dakota State 37, Montana 6

NMI(
MINN
Last Gams
5 r,34rits,
3 rebounds,
2 assists,
0 Weis,
0 blocks
Tuesday ail
at Memphis
San Houston Staab 34, McNees. State 29
Northern Iowa 29, Portland State 17
Quarterfinals
Friday's or Saturday's Games
Jacksormla Slate vs Charleston Southern, TEA
Colgate vs. San Houston State, TBA
Richmond vs. Minors State, TBA
North Dakota State vs. Northern Iowa. TBA

HOCKEY
NIL
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L CIT Pts
Montreal
19 6 3 41
Detroit
15 8 5 35
Ottawa
15 8 5 35
Boston
14 9 3 31
Bonds
13 11 4 30
Tarnpa Bay
13 12 3 29
Buffalo
11 14 3 25
Toronto
10 13 5 25
Metropolitan Division
W
L OT Pb
Washington
19 5 2 40
N.Y. Ftangers
18 7 3 39
N.Y. Islanders
16 8 5 37
New Jersey
14 10 4 32
Pittsburgh
14 10 2 30
Philadelphia
11 11 6 28
Carolina
10 14 4 24
Columbus
11 16 2 24
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W L OT Pb
Dallas
21 5 2 44
St Louis
16 8 4 36
Chicago
15 9 4 34
Minnesota
14 7 5 33
Nashville
14 9 5 33
Vannipeg
13 13 2 28
Colorado
12 15 1
25
Padfic Division
W
L OT Pb
Los Angeles
18 8 1 37
14 13 0 28
San Jose
Vancouver
10 11 8 28
Arizona
13 14 1
27
Anaheim
11 12 5 27
Calgary
11 14 2 24

SF
44
73
90
85
71
66
67
64

GA
63
72
83
75
70
65
78
76

SF
82
80
82
71
61
57
64
68

GA
57
58
70
69
62
78
87
84

as

1 1 a 1.

GF
71
72
77
75
55
69

GA
75
68
70
64
75
85
81
GA
57
72
81
89
68
96

PRO BASKETBALL
MIA
EAS113611CONFERENCE
Mbar DIviaion
Pct GB
W
I
591 9
13
Toronto
Vi
9 .571
12
Boston
3
12
455
10
New York
.286 6/
1
2
15
6
Brooklyn
045
12
21
1
Philadelphia
Southeast Division
L
Pct GB
W
7
.632 12
Miami
It
12
8
.600
Chanotte
/
1
2
9 .591
13
Atlanta
1
9 .571
12
Orlando
.474
3
10
9
Washington
Central Division
Pet GB
L
W
.667 14
Cleveland
7
.611
11
/
2
11
7
Chicago
/
2
8 .600 11
12
Indiana
12
10 .545 2%
Detroit
13
409 5%
9
Milwaukee
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
Pct GB
W
I
18
San Antonio
4
.818 Dallas
9
.591
5
13
6
12
10 .545
Memphis
10
12 .455
8
Houston
New Orleans
.238 12/
1
2
5
16
Northwest Division
Pct GB
W
I
1
Oklahoma City
8 .619 10 .474
3
Utah
.400 4/
1
2
12
Minnesota
14
Portland
.391
5
14 .364 5/
Denver
1
2
Pacific ninon
Pct GB
W
L
23
Golden State
0 1.000 12
9 .571
10
LA Clippers
Phoenix
1
2
9
13
.409 13/
8
15
Sacramento
.348
15
L.A. takers
.143
19
3
18
Tuesday's Results
Cleveland 105, Portland 100
Golden State 131, Indiana 123
Brooklyn 110, Houston 105
Oklahoma City 125, Memphis 88

Orlando 85, Denver 74
Sacramento 114, Utah 106
Mors Grum
Chicago it Boston,7 p.m.
7 p.m.
WashInalon,
at
Houston
MUM at Menotti 7 p.m.
San AMMO at Toronto, 7:30 p.m.
Memphis at Detroit. 7:30 CmLA Laura at Minnesota,8 pm
LA Clippers at alithesialuse, 8 p.m
New York at Utah, 9 p.m.
Orlando at Phoenu,9 p.m
Atlanta at Dallas. 930 p.m

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
AP TOP 1▪ 5 FARED
ltseaday's Resift
tm1i45:96.(9-0) Old not play. Next vs.
Shona Wednesday
2. Kansas (6-1) did not play. Next vs Holy
Cross, Wednesday.
3. North Carolina (7-1) did not play. Next at
Tama,Sahrday.
4. Iowa State (7-0) did not play. Next vs. Iowa,
Thursdae,.
5. Kentucky (7-1) did not play Next vs. Eastern Kentucky, Wednesday.
6. libryiend (3-1) beet UCorn 76-66 Next: vs.
Maryland-Eastern Shore, Saturday.
7 Oklahoma (6-0) did not play. Next: vs. Oral
Roberts, Sabirday.
DIAS (8-1) did not play. Next: vs. Georgia
Southern, Tuesday
(7-1) cad not play. Next vs. La SalVIlanova
9.
le, Sunday.
10. Virginia (8-1) beat No. 14 West Virginia 7054. Next vs. Pio. 9 VIllanova, Saturday, Dec. 19.
11. Purdue(9-0) did not play. Next vs. Howard,
Wednesday.
12. Xavier (9-0) beat Wnght State 90-55. Next
vs. No. 23 Cincinnati, Saturday.
13. Arizona (7-1) did not play. Next vs. Fresno
State, Wednesday.
14. West Virginia (7-1) lost to No. 10 Virginia
70-54. Next vs. Louisiana-Monroe, Sunday
15. Providence (8-1) did not play. Next vs.
Boston College, Wednesday.
16 Baylor (7-1) beat Northwestern State 7562. Next vs. Hardin-Simmons, Wednesday, Dec.
16.
17. Miami (8-1) beat Florida 66-55. Next vs.
College of Charleston, Saturday, Dec. 19.
18. Butter (6-1) did riot play. Next: vs. Tennessee, Saturday.
19. SMU (7-0) beat Michigan 82-58. Next: vs.
Nicholls State, Wednesday, Dec. 16
20. Gonzaga (6-2) beat Montana 61-58. Next
vs. UCLA Saturday.
21. Vandertaft (6-2) did not play. Next. vs. Dayton, Wednesday.
22. Louisville (6-1) did not play. Next. vs. Eastern Michigan, Saturday.
23. Cincinnab (8-1)did not play. Next at No. 12
Xavier, Saturday.
24. Oregon (7-1) did not Oily. Next at Boise
State, Saturday.
25. Utah (7-1) did not play. Next: at Wichita
State, Saturday.

GET YOUR CHRISTMAS
GIFT CERTIFICATES TODAY!
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MEMBERSHIP
starts at$650
$50 OFF
if paid in full before Jan.31.
Cart rental pions and unlimited
range plans also available.

ted 6 miles
east oftitSU on
Hwy.280,off Hwy 94I

Now is the hest time to
be a part of one of western
Kentucky's finest Championship
golf courses featuring Mini Verdi
Ultra Dwarf Bermuda greens. MO
weekly senior league play, men's
Oct*and junior programs,there's
something for everyone.
Amenities include:
3 large practice greens,
spacious driving
range, pro shop
and snack bar and
lessons available.
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SUPPLY COMPANY,INC.
Your Hardware, Electrical and Plumbing Professionals
200-208 E. Main • 270-753-8201
81

West KY's Authorized
Monessen Dealer/Distributor!

270.809.2238
www.m iIIermemorialgccom

Send a

THANK YOU
To everyone who attended and/or contributed to
the recent Benefit for the Carter Family:
Your support and generosity is appreciated more than you
can ever know. Thank you from the bottom of our hearts.
The Carter Family

$29 25 words(2x2 ad size)

2015-16Si
(Subfect laChimge)
Dec. 19 Gams
Celebration Bowel
Atlanta
.NC AST (9-2) vs. Alcorn State (9-3), 11 Lm.
Now Mexico Bawl
Allbuquergus
Arizona (6-6) vs. New Mexico (7-5), 1 p.m.

A

Calloi

Meml
Count]

ACTUAL AD S11.

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

Las Vegas Bowl
OYU (9-3) vs. Utah (9-3), 2:30 p.m.(ABC)
Camels Bowl
Montgomery, Ala.
Ohio (8-4) vs. Appalachian State (9-2), 4:30
Wit(BM)
Cure Bowl
Orlando, Ra.
San Jose State (5-7) vs. Georgia State (6-6),
6 pm.(CISC)
New Orisons Bowl
Louisiana Tech (8-4) vs. Arkamas State (8- 3).
Spin.(ESPN)
r,
Dec. 21 Same
•PealBOVA
'-South Florida (6-4) vs_ Western Kentucky
r1I-2), 1:30 p.m. a(WIIDoc. 22 Games
Fermis Woo Potato Bowl
Boise
lUcron (7-5) vs. Utah State (6-6), 2:33 P.m.
63PW)
Seca Raton (Ra.) Bowl
'Temple(104)se. Toledo (9-2),6 p.m.(ESPW)
Dia ea Nona
MINIM Nat
In Pogo
Jtorthwn 1111nois WIN vs Boise State (6-4),
1130 p.m.(ESPN)
GoDeddy Bowl
alehaa, AM.
Green (10-3) vs Georgia Southern
.
14.7 p.m.(ESP/I)
Dec. 24 Gime
•.:
Ar •
Bahamas ilimM
Name
NN Tennessee (7-5) vs Maoism Michigan
11 a m (E11)
•

Mum

int memoryeC.

Jane Doe
4111,,
'
On what would have been your 60th
anniversary, and every day, we cherish
our memories of you.
Love, Steve and Joan
‘
111

$79
Add color & picture for $20

THANK YOU
or
MEMORIAM
in the

Murray
Ledger &
Times!

C eck out
the
AD SIZES
and
PRICES!

Even though five years have gone by, you are still
remembered - because we still love you and miss you.
Sadly missed by your children

1
1
1
1 check
1
I Name_
St. Add

$49
Add color & picture for $10
(2x5 ad size)

City_

Contact
Nicki Peach
for more
information.

State_
1 Daytim

200 words or 150 words with picture
(2x8 ad size)
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T
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-
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Murray Ledger & Thnes
Wednandim,DamIlitesor 9, 2015 • Ili
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CLASSIFIEDS

km
Om

KETBALL
RED
nib
I not play. Next vs.
Inset*
play. Next vs Holy

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Call

Nicki Peach

I not play Next at

$850 Column inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(A)l 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
$3.3.5 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager

play Next vs Iowa,
ilay. Next vs. Eutaw 76-66 Next vs.
urday.
play Next vs. Oral

$8.25 First Day • 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additiocal Consecutive Day= $.12 per word per day.
extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

for all your
classified needs

t. Next, vs. Georgia

Call

‘.35

Halle Klessig
Murray Ledger & Times
Circulation Manager
for all your
Circulation needs

ay. Next vs La Salt! West Arras 70Saturday, Dec. 19.
iy. Next vs. Howard,

A.a-oi wt.-a sae Cal(270) 753-1916, email classified@murrayledger.coM or stop by o

office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

9 State 90-55 Next
lay. Next vs. Fresno
to No. 10 Virginia
Sunday.
not play. Next: vs.

060

Leml
Notice

041f00,

Help Wooled

hwestern State 75is, Wednesday, Dec.
da 66-55. Next vs
lay, Dec. 19.
Next: vs TennesAn 82-58 Next: vs.
sic 16
ontana 61-58 Next
I play. Next vs. Dayplay. Next vs. Eastplay. Next at No. 12
play Next at Base
ay. Next at Wichita

PUBLIC NOTICE
Calloway County Emergency Planning Committee
A meeting of the Local Emergency Planning
Committee will be held Thursday, December 10,
2015 at 2:00pm at the Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Station One, 101 East Sycamore Street, Murray
Pursuant to Section 324, Iltle III of the Federal
Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act
(SARA)of 1986(PL 99-499), the following
information Ia provided in compliance with the
Community Right-to-Know requirements of the
SARA Law, and the open meetings and open
records provisions of Kentucky Revised Statutes.
Members of the public may contact the Calloway
County Emergency Planning Committee by writing
William Call, Chairman, Calloway County
Emergency Planning Committee, 1515 Coles
Campground Road, Murray, Kentucky 42071, or by
calking(270)293-0068 or e-mail
CallowayEMOmurray-ky.net.

When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webPalte at
murrayledgercorn,
you will be redirected
to yoboenvork.corn.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this webaite.
However, as i national
webote, aot all listings
oo the joboetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

The Calloway County Emergency Planning
Committee conducts meetings at the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Station One, 101 East
Sycamore Street, Murray, or at other locations, in
accordance with the Kentucky Open Meetings Law.
Members of the Public may request to be notified of
regular or special meetings as provided in ICRS
61.820 and )(RS 61.825. Records of the Planning
Committee, including the county emergency
operations plan, material safety data sheets, and
inventory forma, or any follow-up emergency notices
as may subsequently be issued, are open for
inspection, and members of the public who wish to
review these records may do so by appointment with
William Call, address above, as required by the
Kentucky Open Records Law. The local 24-hour
telephone number for purposes of emergency
notification, as required by SARA,is
(270)763-1621, at the Murray Police Department.

K YOU
RIAM
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The City of Murray is accepting
applications for a hiring list for
FIRE FIGHTER TRAINEE
Starting pay rate: $9.13/hour
MANDATORY CANDIDATE
PHYSICAL AGILITY
ORIENTATION
SATURDAY, JANUARY 9, 2016
8:00 AM TO 1200 PM IN PADUCAH
Apply at wvne.murrayky.goviyobs
Questions: Contact the HR Department at
hrOmurrayky.gov or 270-762-0344
Deadline for receiving applications:
4:00 p.m. Thursday, December 17, 2015
The City oi Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

INFINITY GROUP
is hiring Full Time production workers
for the Pella Corporation in

1st and 3rd shift positions
are available.
Starting pay is $10.00 per hour.
Please submit your resume'to
bamitheinf-grp.com.
Or call(270) 767-2518
to schedule an appointment.

STATtilitertillitISTY
Part-time Job vacancies at Murray Campus

Local Driver position available
Building Services Technician I $7.54/hr

DEDICATED MURRAY RUN

Apply online 8 view additional details at
Vildtt.M1/11111DIDD4011.04f0

150 MILE RADIUS
Home every Night

Women and minorities are encouraged to apply
Murray State University is an equal education and
employment opportunity, WM.AA employer.

Great Starting Pay
Benefits Available
Call now before position is filled.
1800-737-9997 EXT. 215
or apply online at
www.gregorylogistics.com

Apertmeres For Rant
"ANTIQUES", gas, oil .
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 270753-3633

LARGE
SELECTION
IVA 0 APPIIANt ES
WARD [I KIN'.

Give a gift subscription to the

*

(270) 753-1713

MURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES

Rome Delivery / Local Mall
14X70. 38R, 2A. 270492-8526

$30.rim"C°6141)
$105.00

Rest of KY/TN
Boctianan)

AN Mir

Subscriptions
3 mo......---.075A0
3 mo.—.
6 mo.......
-.411&110 6 mo..--$96.10
1 yr.--...$120.00 1 yr.----VASA
Money Order

I
I

Visa

I Name
St. Address_
— I
I

City
State

Zip

I Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 48071

2BR, 2BA duplex,
$800/mo. +1 month
security deposit, no
pats please. Available
12/12 Call 492-8586
after-6prn or 293-8566
Available Nov. 27th.
907 B. North 20th St.
3br,2 1/2BA, garage,
Very Nice. 270-7535344
NICE large duplex,
28R, 28A, all appliances, no pets, $540.
270-436-5927 or 270978-2861

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
required.
270-753
4109.
1BR Studio Apt. close
to Murray sq. $400
Month + $400 Deposit.
No pets. 270-781-7867
26R Apt, close to campus, washer and dryer,
C.H.A. No pets. $400
plus security deposit.
270-556-7928

Cinr7,17 Septic C70)7/7/17g of illurrat•

Residential & Commercial

place
to
start...

uriamEs
753-1916

Gift to YOU
(vv.. December)

3 Days u

Dean E Cherry. Managing Olreictor-270-978-9946

Call NICKI PEACH
at 270-753-1916 to place your ad today!
Apartrisents For Herd
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2BR
units. Rent based on
income.
Mobility impairment
accessible. Phone:
270-492-8721. Mon,
Wed & Fri. TDD 711
Equal Housing
Opportunity.

glialte Property

PREMIER
PAINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
'
'We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
Included.
270-4928211
NOW LEASING
1,2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD 0 711
SUB-LEASING evolution village apartment.
$375 monthly. Starting
Jan 1st. Close to campus. Internet, cable,
utilities, W/D, private
bathroom. 541-5802928.
For Rent
2 or 313R Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
Very nice 3BR home.
Appliances and carport.
No
pets.
References required.
Coleman RE 270-7539898

i

Retail or Office
Space
109-B N. 3rd Street
1,100 SQ. FT
(Formerly The Red
Bug-retail shop)
270-753-0964

2.6 Acres Lake Front
on Cyrpress Creek.
4BR, 2BA with Full
Basement Like New
Condition. Stock 2.5
Car Garage. Carport.
430
All
Driveways
&
Root Eslolo
Walkways
Paved.
270-29315 Acres out by new $439,900
concord. Utilities for 2 4602
mobile homes. Barn
and fence in pasture.
Many out buildings.
$90,000.
815-2846231. Good hunting.
New 2-4
Bedroom homes In
RIvertleld Estates
SEG Real Property
Professionals
Mturay Ledger lit Times Fair
Harming Act Notice
201-71172
All real estate advertised herein
is soiled to the Federal Fad
Housing Act which makes It
illegal to advertise any preferAuto Ports
ence, limitation or ducnnunabon based an race, color religion sex, handicap, familial status or national origin, or intention to make any such preferences, lirrutaborts or discrimination
14, 15.16 inch
State laws forbid discrimination
Starting at S20
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
moun ted
addition to thrive protected
under federal law
Cull
We will knowingly accept any
advertising tor real estate ivtui&
ts not in violation ofde law All
informed
Used ens
are
available on an equal opportunity basis
HOLLAND
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NM Counsel MOTOR SALES
Rene P Milam,(703)648-10ix
We Finance

USED TIRES

753-5606

Supplies
BEAGLE puppies fo
$75. Born Oct 17th
2015. Ready Now for
Christmas. Dewormed
and shots current. Call
270-489-2015 or 270293-7328.
DOG
Obedience.
www.glendhenmers.co
270)436-2858.

mkt.

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

persons axe

MM. NONNI
01.1.0•TWO.r.

Ii3niimotorsaies ,
270-753-4461
410

Pubic Sale

Public Sale

Thursday, December 10th•4:00 PM
1501 Hwy 121 North, Murray, KY
Glassware- Camival Glass Collection 50+ pcs, all vintage circa 19101920-several marked Northwood; 150+ pea Glass & China: Depression;
Opalescent; Cut; Pressed; Fenton; Imperial; Art Glass; Overlay Glass;
Perfume Bottles; Powder Jars; Toothpicks; Several Patterns Glass
Preserve Stands; Several Fancy Glass Baskets; Several Germany,
France, and Prussia China Bowls and Plates; Pyrex. Corning Ware,
Hull Pcs; Blue Willow; Vintage Saki Glasses & Box;
and Japanese Vases, and Much More
Lamps-nice Banquet Lamp; Aladdin Lincoln Drape.
Fancy 01 & #2, Several Miniature Oil Lamps

J&L RENTALS
NIINI-STORAGE

Wood Dough Bowl, Aunt Jemima Salt & Pepper; Hull Pitcher;
Blue Lightning 1/2gal & Quart Jars; Blue Jars; Jars of Marbles,
Coke Tray: UHL Pottery Stoneware; Humbles; Japanese Umbrella.
Japanese Dolls; Kamona; Sewing Notions; Several Quilts.
Old Kids Books, Roy Rogers Book; and other books

728 S. 411I ST.
Comer at 121 S. & Gamed&

Furniture-Singer Sewing Machine; Trunk; Table & Chairs,
Metal Lawn Chairs; Small Tables;

HIXIO's & 18:15to
(270) 436-2524

20+ Early Blown Glass Christmas omaments, Silver Plate Flatware;
Tools-Several Hand Tools, Tool Box: Drill; Rear Tine Tiller Small Tiller.
Wrenches; and Motorized Ciul
Much more to come I
-NOTICEThis sale Is Thursday Doc 10th at 4:00PM
at National Guard Armory

under 20 words
$19.00

Would you like to be Our Subscriber of the Day (I!
Mail This form to us

'I'RANSW23112
keitunatiosittlischlus•ilowswihrowistkos

1hunk you for yOlit business!

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345
G&C
28R from $375
STORAGE and
L
270-753-8556
PROPANE
1505 Duiguld Drive
119 E. Main
TDD 1400-545-1133 est 213
(270) 753-6266
ThuWeittalw it eqw
.
8
aftpartwity prowithr
Hours:
wed wricciw
•
Mon -Fit
8:00-4:00
2BR brick. Clean, No
Saturday.
Pets, 8395/Month 2708:00-12:00
293-6070
A&F Warehousing
The
Near MSU $20-50
753-7868
first

A Classified

For online subscriptions go to:
murrayiedger.com

Name:

POSITI4IS
available—inquire within.
Mature, dependable,
must rove working with
the Werty and be willing to WOrit. Apply at
1505 Stadium View
Drive, Murray EOE

'MURRAY

NOW HIRING

* *

I Check

'FULL-TIME position
available
In
Loan
Operations
Department at local
financial
institution.
Send resume to PO
Box 1300, Murray, KY
4 2 0 7 1 .
E0E/WFNet/Disabled

Murray Kentucky.

*

3 mo.
1 yr.

CHILDCARE
Professional wanted
for area center teacher
WI experience preferred. 270-753-2077.

Help Wailed

THE
Murray
Ledger & Times
considers
its
sources reliable,
but inaccuracies
do occur. Readers
using this information do so at their
own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned
herein
are
believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times,
nor any of its
employees accept
any responsibility
whatsoever
for
their activities.

BUYING, BUY/MG, BUYING Medicare Supplement Services
Wrecked, running and non-running
*Medicare Supplements *Part B Drug Plans
autos, batteries, and all aluminum *Medicare Advantage *Dental & Vision
Plans
'Final Expense Plans
KEY RECYCUNG
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
Ron Sallin- Local Agent #512946
Phone 270-210-2533
270-759-9604

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner

Infinity Group is an equal opportunity
employer. Post offer drug screen,
background and physical check required.
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MESS Ili SERVICE DIRECT

DISCLAIMER
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UAL ICITATE I AUCTION
Address:
Phone 8:

Murray L
270-753-1916

mes

304 NORTH 12/11 STREET• MURRAY, KY 42071
Office: 270-761-SALE(7253)or Cell: 270-706-4479
Tommy Chinn*• Broker/Auctioneer

wimdtairimunlipas

CLASSIFIEDS
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GARY W DICK

ELECTRIC
Licensed &
. Insured

270-293-3248
FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

dialwor

Thorough Maids
20 Wan Experisem
1.1a. thus.

GaIllmone Electrical Contractors, LLC

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,Ilk

Refisreswas
For All Boar
*mils
Muds

Mess C.Sasre

(270i
293-4020

791471-4420

& DERRI5 REMOVAL

Hill Electric

Ron Frame
(270) 227 3140
(270) 474-0323

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Trimming
*Removal
'•Stump Grinding
*Firewood
. •Insured
(270) 489-2839

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jaws Hill
(270)226-0194
Service on al
major broods
Licensed a Wand

HILL iterst

eueAreom

81211
AII=Z
no
of
R
.Hcane Inpiovemottits
•Ifi.sdt I Aachen
Drywall, Painting,
Roonng, Decks
*Insured eSi Discount
Free Estimates
rollember OtAnpies List

270-436-5959

a • roe ro
• •Trimmtng / Tree
Removal
Aicensed& Insured
Free Estimates
270-753-TREE
(8733)

:

EXCAVATION
TRUCKING
AB Year Sip* Nrafil
InsIattetam
& Repair
Otrt, Gravel,

White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
Q70)291-0004
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2582,
270-226-4504

'Handyman Services
•Yard Work
essure Washing
•Guttar Cleaning
Gary 270-227-0420

WWW.GECMURRAY.COM

(270) 759-0890

753-9562
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SUDOKU
Coricaptis SudoKu

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on s 9x9 gild %Mei
several given numbers. The oteezt is bpsfarrows 1 to
9 in the empty squires so that each row, each column and each
34 box =Mira the isms number any once. The Mealy level
ca the Conespla Sudoku increases Worn Monday to Sunaey
By Dave Green

5 1 86
2
5
4 8
.
3
76
1
2
7
8
8
593
3
5
9 4
24 9
8
96
Diffics ty Level ***

Answer to previous puzzle

693845
5 2897 1
4 7_.1 6 3 2
9 32 5 1 8
8 1 4 327
756 489
249 758
3 8 5 1 64
1 67 293

2 1 7
346
895
784
5 6_9
1 23
631
972
458

12/o9

www.hillelectric.com
438-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

David's Home
Improvement
LLC

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation

Water Damaged Roca
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbmg

ift// OffAing
WO/Pump Service
Rosichontia/
Alpfcaturs/
Chris TUcker
270-2934406
AMERICAN FIUPINO
Housewife cleaning in
your home or commoncial building available
4/days weak. 25yr8
Experience at moping,
veccuming. With references. Lisa 270-9708782
DRYWALL & painting:
no Job too big or
small.liandyman services as well. Free estimates. Call Logan at
270-293-0404.

GARLANE
RENTAL
if you've got It we can store It"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

Will Do Insurance Work
Visa & MasterCard Accepted

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

Horoscope

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Dec. 10, 2015:
This year you often need to deal with your high energy. If you use it
well, you can manifest a long-term goal. Be careful, though, as you
will need a lot of physical exercise to work out the stresses of daily
life. If you are single, attracting someone won't be an issue, but finding the person you want to be with could take time. Anytime from fall
2016 on, you are likely to meet someone who will be very special to
you. If you are attached, 2016 will be a passionate year for you and
your sweetie. Feelings intensify. Trust yourself and be open. A fellow
SAGITTARIUS loves adventure as much as you do!

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You'll want to quickly bypass a problem. Life will provide an

Over 28 Years
Experience

intervention that helps you accomplish this. You might not have the
luxury of acting independently. Your temper could flare, as too much
is happening too quickly. Tonight: Read between the lines with a
All sizes available, call today
Zach 270-873-7700 friend.
to reserve your storage unit
David 270-227-1106 TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Defer to others. Your message seems unclear. You get
A11,2214fa±lsoatiated
what is happening around you, but you might not understand how it
came to be. You could feel exhausted by the whole matter. You probably should let someone more energized deal with it. Tonight: Go
NICkl Today Let me Advertise your... with a surprise.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
SMALL BUSINESS OR
*** People around you might add to your present confusion, but
they seem to think they are acting with clarity. Stay open and ask
HOME FOR SALE
questions. Still, you could feel a limitation when speaking to a key
270-753-1916
person, as he or she won't answer you directly. Tonight: Sharpen
your listening skills.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Reach out to someone who tends to be unpredictable. This
person might be able to translate what is being said with a work- or
health-related matter. Confusion surrounds you, which will make it
difficult to respond. Tonight: Laughter goes far in relieving tension.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You might be willing to jump through hoops for someone, but
you won't tolerate being pushed by him or her. Before you throw your
hands in the air in total frustration, tell this person how you feel. Give
him or her time to digest what you have said. Tonight: Say no if
need be.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might feel as if you are dealing with a difficult situation
and can't seem to handle a family member who is very headstrong.
You could be past the point of wanting to be more understanding. Let
off some steam. Tonight: Say 'yes" to the unpredictable.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Try to figure out what it will take to make a loved one understand your limits. You could be too tired to deal with the issue, and
easily might lose your temper. Be careful about what you will say if
this should happen. Tonight: Approach a situation from a different
perspective.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** How you manage a changing situation could be a lot different from how you initially had intended to. You see matters quite differently from how a loved one does, but you'll be willing to get this
person's input. You will like the results. Tonight: Do some holiday
shopping.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You have the energy and willpower to deal with a problem.
What a roller coaster ride! Confusion seems to surround communication, but you understand the essence of what needs to happen.
Dealing with others will take patience. Tonight: Make it OK to do your
own thing!

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

270-753-2905

Call

Tom Hammond
A few years back I visited nationally
known sportscaster Tom Hammond at his
home in Lexington to write a story on him and
former Kentucky basketball star Larry Conley.
Hammond and Conley had worked together for years broadcasting basketball, and a
statewide magazine wanted a cover story on
their careers. It worked out for all of us.
Last month when I saw Hammond working
the Breeders Cup at Keeneland it reminded me
what role the racetrack had played in his
Out & About of
rise to legendary stature in sports broadcast.,,. Kentucky ing.
"I've worked every Breeders Cup since
Style
1984 for NBC, 28 out of the last 32," he
. By Gary P.
offered. "ESPN had the contract the other four
West
years."
Syndicated
The return to Lexington was special.
, Columnist
"This is it's roots," he said of the Breeders
"Central Kentucky horseman John
Cup.
Gaines thought up the concept and enlisted the support of fellow
horsemen, so it was in Lexington that the whole idea originated."
• According to Hammond the conventional wisdom had been that
Keeneland was too small to host the Breeders Cup. "But $5 million
dollars worth of enhancements and a lot of planning made it possible," he added. "Given my history with Keeneland and the
Breeders Cup, the whole experience had great meaning for me."
The young man his friends called Tommy, had been a so-so basketball and football player at Lexington Lafayette High, and realized early on his future had to begin in the classroom. Enrolling at
the University of Kentucky he concentrated on getting a degree in
animal science. Summers were spent working at race tracks such
as Saratoga in New York and Belmont in Baltimore, doing pedigree
research for noted horseman Tom Gentry, all the while learning
niore and more about horses and racetracks. Nowhere did his budding resume show any broadcast journalism classes.
"I became a broadcaster by accident. My first love was horses,"
says Hammond.
A friend asked him to fill in one day at a local radio station,
WyLK, by reading the Keeneland race results.
:•"I had no idea I wanted to be a broadcaster" he recalls. "I was
sort of shy, but that opportunity turned out to be a big break."
The break turned into a 15 minute, six-day-a-week gig with a
$35 weekly paycheck.
Not long after, television followed at a Lexington station where
Hammond was a one man sports department,shooting film, editing,
writing copy and reporting.
Hammond caught another flyer when he was asked to accompany NBC sportscaster Dick Enberg to see Secretariat at Claiborne
farm in nearby Paris.
; "My ticket to network was horse racing," he said. "The first
breeders Cup I did was in 1984. They needed someone who could
help fill four hours of time, so I worked with Enberg as the horse
expert."
• - His animal science degree, experience in horse auctions, and
promotion work at Keeneland all had helped him reach another
Level of his profession.
A few years earlier TVS had started a prime time Southeastern
Cpnference basketball package, and Hammond wanted to be their
1ay-by-play guy.
::•"I really wanted to do this," he said. "Joe B.(Hall), Lee Rose,
Din Issel, C.M. Newton, and Larry Hopkins all recommended me.
Liot the job and initially worked with Joe Dean (Joe Dean, Sr., of
"string music" fame)."
It was here with TVS that Hammond and Conley's path crossed
once again. Conley, as a junior, was a star on the Ashland Tomcats
powerhouse squad that was the state title in 1961, while losing only
once during a 31-1 season. And the so-so Hammond's played on
the Lafayette team, the only one to beat Ashland that year.
"I've reminded him of that several times over the years,"
laughed Hammond.
Hammond and Conley at one time were considered one of the
best broadcast teams in America.
From high school sports, to WVLK radio, to WLEX-TV, to the
Keeneland sales, to working with Host Communications, and the
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CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Photo by Tim Webb
Tom Hammond and writer Gary P. West at Hammond's
Lexington Home several year ago.
Keeneland broadcast, Hammond kept moving up the professional
ladder.
"Tom's a national sports figure," says Jim Host. "The people at
NBC think the highest of him, and so does everyone who ever
meets him. He's never let his ego get in the way. He's just like he
was when he worked at WLEX in that he has never changed in how
he treats people."
Hammond and Conley have the distinction of being involved in
the first basketball game where the referees used their TV monitor
to review the replay to decide which players were involved in a
scuffle. The game was in the 1983 NCAA tourney in Dayton
between Morehead and North Carolina A T & T.
"The officials were criticized for their actions," Hammond said.
"We praised them for doing it and wanting to get the call right."
Tom Hammond has become one of the most versatile sportscasters in the history of television. Working with NBC, he has broadcast the Orange Bowl, NFL, NBA, Notre Dame football, and, of
course horse racing's Triple Crown. However, it's the Olympics
that have probably put Hammond's face and voice in more homes

little while.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Learn how to say "enough is enough. You'll want to be diplomatic yet clear. Understand that you might not be getting the whole
story. Stay optimistic. You could be shocked by what some people
continue to say over and over. Tonight: Join friends for some holiday
cheer.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You might not be aware of the amount of frustration you're sitting on, especially when handling a loved one and making a very
important choice. Your ability to come to terms with this person might
force you to reassess your position. Tonight: Be a realist first.

and with an NBC contract that runs through 2016, he'll be adding
to it with a gig at the Rio Olympics next summer.
In the meantime, he'll also continue to enjoy his 1,000 bottle
wine collection at his Lexington hoe.
"I became interested in wine in the 1980s," he adds. "I had a
wine cellar built in my basement, and the acquisition of the wine is
almost as enjoyable as drinking it."
There's no excuse. Get up, get out, and get going! Gary P. West
can be reached at west1488@twc.com.

NEW LIGif
WHAT HAPF
TO THE
UGHT5
GAVE YO

BORN TODAY
Poet Emily Dickinson (1830), mathematician Ada Lovelace (1815),
drummer Meg White (1974)
***

Jacqueline Bigar Is on the Internet at www.jacquellnebiger.com.
(c)2015 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
GARFI

TONIGH1
AlLETIC
NIGHTMAI

than any other sporting event.
"I have worked 11 Olympics, summer and winter, dating back to
Seoul, South Korea in 1988," he said.
He has made viewers feel comfortable in his description of basketball, diving, track and field, gymnastics, and figure skating,
without being overpowering and trying to upstage the event he is
covering.
Never forgetting his broadcasting roots, Hammond is quick to
pay homage to the likes of Cawood Ledford, Dick Enberg, Claude
Sullivan, and J.B. Falconer, all of which recognized the hidden talents of Hammond in his early years.
While there are few sportscasters with the range of experience of
Hammond, it comes as a surprise that he has never broadcast tennis
or golf. "I've had the opportunity, but turned it down."
Hammond figures he has flown in excess of six million miles,

A

** Recognize when a matter is too hot to handle. Do yourself a
favor and don't offer to help; instead, go about your business as
usual. You also might be concemed that all the facts have yet to be
revealed. Tonight: Put on some music, and tum off your phone for a

PEANU

FRISKY:
Domestic Short Hair
Basset Hound Mix •
Black • Four Months •
Six Months • Male
Female
SHELTER HOURS:
MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
For more information Contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at (270) 759-4141
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Min Rack
Ten years op
Cub Scout Pack 37 held its Pinewood Derby. Winners pictured were
Eric White,third; Martin Mukulcik,
second and Kris Saso.lins.They are
all students at Ems Calloway Elementary School.
Christina Duna is shown driving
to the basket during a basketball
game against Fulton County. Dunn
finished with 19 points to lead all
scorers and the Lady Tigers won
64-53.
With 30 years oflaw enforcement
experience under his belt, William
"Bill" Marcus has filed to run for
the office of Calloway County Sheriff while the daughter of late Magistrate Gerald Duncan,Sandra Duncan Thumian, is seeking election to
her father's seat on the Calloway
County Fiscal Court.
Pictured at the November meeting of the Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club are Rita
Atkins and Brenda Brown, guest
speakers. and Karen Olson and
Rosa Crass, hostesses.
Twenty years ago
Pictured are Murray Police officers Stephen Robinson and Sam
Steger who brought the city's canine
dog, Max, to Murray State University for a demonstration of the dog's
skills. The event was sponsored by
Lambda Alpha Epsilon,the criminal
justice fraternity.
Employees at Wal-Mart are
hoping to string together a mile's
worth of $1 to total $16,000 to
help co-worker Brenda Jordan's
great-nephew who needs a liver
transplant.
Jody Richardson is the winner
of a Lazy-Boy recliner given away
during the Christmas Open House
drawing held recently by Thurman
Furniture. Pictured are Richy Richardson, Jody Richardson and Bob
Thurman.
A ribbon cutting was held recently at Selections to celebrate its new
location. Owned by Sharilyn Ayers
and managed by Leslie Erwin, it is
an extension of The Flower Basket
on South Fourth Street.

Husband's sexual assaults
can no longer be ignored

DEAR ABBY: I have been with
Counseling can help you decide
DEAR DOCTOR K: I want to
my husband for almost 14 years. whether to remain in this marriage
quit smoking,but I'm worried about
I'm a sound sleeper,and I suspect he Regardless of what yaw ddmate gaining weight. Is it possible to quit
has been having sex with me while decision may be, it will help you be smoking without packing on the
I'm sleeping. I have woken up with- emotionally resilient enough to bye pounds?
out clothes on, my undergarments with your choice regardless of what
DEAR READER: Smokers do
askew or the your "friends" and family members
tend to gain
waistband may think
some weight
"rolled on."
when
they
4401011
I called him
quit. Why?
DEAR ABBY: My fiance,"Rob."
on it and told
Nicotine rehim I knew and I are pregnant. This should be an
duces appeand that I'm exciting time for me, but be keeps
tite and revs
not OK with bringing up a previous relationship
up metaboduring which he had an unplanned
it.
lism (the rate
Weeks child. That was 10 years ago, and
at which the
the mother denied him access.
later,
body burns
I have told Rob how much his
caught him
Dr. Komaroff food). Breakred-handed. mentioning it upsets me and I have
ing free of
by
by
mistime! asked him not to do it, especially
nicotine alAbigail
was awake, during my pregnancy. I want to feel
Dr. Anthony lows appebut I was so happy and special as the woman
tite to come
Van Buren
Komaroff
frightened who will be providing Rob with an
back and also
that I froze! I actual family unit. But instead I feel
slows
mewas sexually abused as a child and like second-best and resentful.
tabolism. In addition, many people
raped as an adult, and now!feel like
This should be a time to focus on substitute food for cigarettes when
my marriage has been turned upside
us and our new baby, not the child they quit.
down. My husband denies it. He
By definition, an unhealthy
that isn't in his life or that woman
claims it's all in my head.
weight is not good for your health.
and
her
stupid
actions.
Please
adMy friends say that for the sake
But quitting smoking is good for
of my children I should ignore it vise me. -- SOON-TO-BE MOM IN a person's health. So the question
or I'll turn their lives upside down. DENVER
is: How do the health benefits of
DEAR MOM: You ARE special quitting smoking compare to the
Abby,everyone thinks my husband
is a catch! I'm sure if I walk away and you ARE the person who is cre- health risks of gaining weight after
I'll lose friends -- maybe even some ating a new family with Rob, but quitting? Based on studies of hunof my family. Please help me.! feel your pregnancy may be a painful dreds of thousands of people, that
lost. -- TURNED UPSIDE DOWN reminder of the child he "lost." He question has been answered: Weight
IN ILLINOIS
may be afraid the same thing could gained from quitting smoking does
DEAR TURNED UPSIDE happen again and need all the re- not pose nearly as serious a threat to
DOWN: Your friends are wrong, assurance you can give him that it health as smoking does.
and you should NOT "ignore" this. won't.
Quitting smoking, for example,
Sex without a person's consent is
Because his bringing up the past lowers your risk of heart &tease
rape! When a husband does what relationship is hurtful, suggest he stroke and other blood vessel disyou have described, it is called talk with a licensed mental health ease despite any subsequent weight
Spousal rape.
professional about it. Sometimes gain. The same reduction in risk
Because he claims this is "all in
holds true for people with diabetes.
the best way to stop grieving is to
your bead," for your own sanity,
That's surprising, given that gaining
make an appointment to discuss talk about it. •••••
weight can worsen diabetes, which
this with a licensed psychotheraincreases the risk for cardiovascular
Dear Abby is written by Abigail disease on its own.
pist. With your unfortunate history,
you should have spoken with some- Van Buren,alio known as Jeanne
Of course, your risk of heart
one already. Your husband is either Phillips, and was founded by her disease and stroke is reduced even
grossly insensitive or derives plea- mother, Pauline Phillips. Contact more if you quit smoking and don't
sure from being a predator. His be- Dear Abby at wwwDegrAbby.cons gain weight. But the point is that
havior is appalling, and you do not or PA. Box 69440, Los Angeles, you still benefit from quitting, even
have to stand for it.
CA 90069.
if you gain weight.

kyo.
In 1911, an explosion inside the
Cross Mountain coal mine near
Briceville, Tennessee, killed 84
workers.(Five were rescued.)
In 1935, the Downtown Athletic
Club of New York honored college
football player Jay Berwanger of
the University of Chicago with the
DAC Trophy, which later became
known as the Heisman Trophy.
In 1940, British troops opened
their first major offensive in North
Africa during World War II.
In 1975, President Gerald R.

Ford signed a $23 billion seasonal
loan-authorization that officials of
New York City and State said would
prevent a city default.
In 1984, the 5-day-old hijacking
of a Kuwaiti jetliner that claimed
the lives of two Americans ended as
Iranian security men seized control
of the. plane, which witik,piltEdA,
Tehimi airport.
In 1992, Britain's Preetisariel
and Princess Diana announced their
separation. (The couple's divorce
became final Aug. 28,1996.)

Today In 111140ry

KNIVES TAKE A DARK TURN
Dear Heloise: What is happening to our STAINLESS
KNIFE BLADES? They are getting dark splotches.
Could the water-softener salt cause this? This started
after the system was installed. -- Delton S., Tomball,
Texas
BINGO! Delton, you figured it out! The water is
treated with salt to remove minends and make it "soft," so that
0,0ic answer. Has anyd? Hand-wash1hiiieTli
tine DiPlett4 put 'them in the
dishwasher? Is there a new detergent?
Hand-wash, no soaking, rinse
and dry ASAP to prevent the
dark spots. -- Heloise

BABY BLUES R

(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Midi-;
cal School. To send questions, go.
to AskDoctorK.com, or write: Ask
Doctor K,10 Shattuck St., Second
Floor,Boston, MA 02115.)

3/4 cup salad oil
11/2 cups flour
1 teaspoon baking powder
1 teaspoon baking soda
1 teaspoon cinnamon
1/4 teaspoon salt
1 cup grated carrots
2 eggs
1/2 cup chopped nuts
Mix sugar and oil. Add the sifted ingredients (I put
,INK,stir, then sift using a Wire
the dry ingredients
strainer). Mix in carrots. Update: Mix the eggs slightly
first, add to bowl and mix well by hand,or use a blender
on low speed. Add the nuts.
Two ways to bake this: in one rectangular pan (I used
a smaller one, about 5 by 9 inches), or one round cake
tin.
Bake for 20-30 minutes,testing for doneness after-20
minutes. If using one round tin,slice to make two layers.
Use canned or homemade frosting between the layers,
then frost the entire cake. For more recipes and hints,
order my baking-soda pamphlet online at www. Heloise.corn, or by sending $5 and a long, self-addressed,
stamped (70 cents) envelope to: Heloise/Baking Soda,
P.O. Box 795001, San Antonio, TX 78279-5001. Experiment with the spices, and try a pinch of allspice,
nutmeg and a little ginger (I put some small cinnamon
candy in,too) to give it a whole new flavor. -- Heloise
REMOVE RESIDUE
Dear Heloise: I washed new metal pans, and even
after washing,there was still residue left from the label.
I used a little shortening, rubbed it on the adhesive and
wiped it with a paper towel.It removed the adhesive like
a charm. -- Andidee, via email

BANANA CUBES
Dear Raabe: We enjoy the
great advice from your column
in the (Middletown, N.Y.) Times
Herald-Record.
We make smoothies. As a banana starts to look like it is ready to go,I cut it up and
freeze it for smoothies. The bananas are like ice cubes.
It's nothing new, but we save them for future use! —
Debby H., Newburgh, N.Y.
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On avenge, people gain about
five to 10 pounds in the six montbe
after they quit smoking. But wluit
happens over the 10 years after that?
To answer this question, researchers at the Penn State College of
Medicine used dam gathered from
the long-running National Health
and Nutrition Examination Survey
(NRANES).
They looked at the amount of
weight gained over 10 years. Smoken who quit gained an average of
18 pounds over 10 years. Smokers
who continued to smoke also gained
weight over the long term -- an
average of eight pounds over 10
years So,over 10 years, the quittersgained 10 more pounds than those:
who continued to smoke. In other
words, most of the weight gain ;in
quitters occureed in the first year.
And even those who continued to.
smoke gained weight.
If you're a smoker and want to
quit, you might want to have a plan,
to keep potential weight gain in.
check. For example:
-- Start to exercise before you (lint
smoking. Walking is a great way to
stay active, lose weight and distract
your mind from cigarette cravings.
-- If you are overweight already,
change your diet now to eat health-.
ier and cut down on total daily calories.
-- Carry a water bottle with you
and take a sip when you feel hungry
or have the urge to smoke.
— Pack healthy, low-calorie
snacks that will satisfy the oral urge
to smoke or snack. Baby carrots,
celery sticks and grapes are all good
choices.
In sum, the benefits of quitting
smoking outweigh the risks of gaining weight following quitting. Don't
let a fear of weight gain stop ytiu
from quitting.

Mos From labs

Today is Wednesday, Dec. 9, the
343rd day of 2015. There are 22
days left in the year.
On Dec.9,1965, Nikolai V. Podgorny replaced Anastas I. Mikoyan
as chairman of the Presiditim of the
Supreme Soviet, a job he would
hold for almost 12 years."A Charlie
Brown Christmas," the first animated TV speciartpaturing characters
from the "Pealits" comic strip by
Charles M. Schulz, was first broadcast on CBS. The James Bond film
"Thunderball," starring Sean Connery, had its world premiere in To-
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Quitting smoking is worth
a few extra pounds

MurayThe
High School Choir„
under the direction of Steve Littlefield, gave a Chritrunas Concert on
Sunday idle/noon in the Robert E.
Johnson Theatre at Murray State
University.
Thkly years ago
The rolling pastures of the Bluegrass will become home to a Japanese automotive plant and 2,000
jobs. A site near Georgetown has
been selected by Toyota Motors
Corporation.
Cookbooks are being sold by the
Murray Woman's Club downtown
and at the North branches of Peoples Bank and the Murray Bank.
Forty years ago
Amy Pittenger, Bully Stokes,
Kim Johnson and Tabethia Johnson,
students at Sandy Coleman Twirling
Academy, attended the Kentucky
State Twirling Contest at Paris,
Kentucky.
Fifty years ago
Richard W. Farrell, head of
Fine Arts Department of Murray
State College, has been named to
a 27-member Kentucky Arts Commission by Governor Edward T.
Breathitt.
The Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club has purchased and planted shrubbery at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
according to Robert Wilson, administrator.
Lara Barnett Mosley has been
named Mrs. Murray State with Donna Grogan Herndon as a semi-finalist.
Sixty years ago
Donald Crawford of Lynn Grove
and Paul D. Jones of 1Kirksey are
heading the United Fund Drive in
their areas, according to Holmes Ellis, fund chairman.
Elmus Beale, a Rotarian, spoke
at a meeting of the Murray Rotary
Club at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse.
Cpl. CR. McReynolds, son of
Mr. and Mrs. O.P. McReynolds, is
serving with the U.S. Marine Corp.
at Albany, Georgia.

Dear Heidee: I hope you can locate a much-loved
recipe of your mother's that I've had for years but misplaced. It's a one-layer CARROT CAKE. It's just the
right amount for our family. -- Bonnie K., via email
Say no more! The HELOISE CARROT CAKE recipe my mother printed in her column in the early 1960s
is yummy. I retested it, and it's delicious! The batter is
very thick. You can use ONE round cake pan,or one fiat
-- size depends on how thick you want the cake.
Ingredients:
1 cup sugar

(c)2015 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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ACROSS
1 Statement of belief
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